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License 

mc‑Things™ and mc‑Script™ are licensed under a creative commons Attribution-Non-

Commercial-Share-Alike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) 

 

You are free to: 

 Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 

 Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material 

The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms 

 

Under the following terms: 

 Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, 

and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, 

but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. 

 Non-Commercial — You may not use the material for commercial purposes. 

 Share-Alike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must 

distribute your contributions under the same license as the original. 

 

Notices: 

You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the 

public domain or where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or 
limitation.  

No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions 

necessary for your intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, 
privacy, or moral rights may limit how you use the material.  

Legal: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/legalcode 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Versions 

This document describes version 0.7 and higher. Some parts of the document 

describe later versions and are not yet available.  

The version means that the code is in an alpha state. Version 0.9 will describe beta 

state code. 

 

The firmware version also has a build number, like 0.7-287. This is the build number 

of the software. 

 

 

 

 

  

Versions lower than 1.0 should not be used 
for production application. 
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1. mc‑Script™ 

The mc‑Script™ language is a modern Object Oriented Programming (OOP) language 

for embedded devices. It is designed to create low-power applications and is very 

simple to use. 

The syntax is based on VB.NET. The major characteristics are: 

 Automatic memory management. The runtime's garbage collector 

manages the allocation and release of memory for the application. For 

developers, this means that they do not have to write code to perform 

memory management tasks when developing applications. Automatic 

memory management can eliminate common problems, such as forgetting to 

free memory and causing a memory leak, or attempting to access memory 

that has already been freed. It also saves power because it allows the system 

to power down non-used memory banks. 

 Strongly-typed language. The programming language provides strict 

adherence to the rules of typing. Data of one type (Integer, Boolean, String, 

etc.) cannot be passed to a variable expecting data of a different type. This 

is called type-save and is used in languages like C# and Java and prevents 

run-time errors. C and C++ are weakly-typed and notorious for their run-time 

problems. 

 Multi-Threaded. A Multi-Threaded environment separates the time domain 

of different tasks and makes it easy to wait or sleep without blocking other 

activity.  

 Object Oriented. mc‑Script™ is a class based object oriented programming 

(OOP) language and supports Classes, Enums, Inheritance, Overloading, 

Overriding, Methods, Indexers, Scoping, etc.  

 Event driven. The event driven programming paradigm is more natural and 

dynamic because the flow of the program is directly synchronized with events 

like “Button Pressed”, “Subscription Delivery”, etc. 

 Data Types. mc‑Things™ supports a number of value types, like Byte, Short, 

Integer, Float, Date-Time, String and lists of all those types. The user can 

make his own data types with class libraries. 

 Low-Power. The combination of event driven, tick-less time keeping and 

no-polling means that applications written with mc‑Script™ are automatically 

low-power applications. 

 Embedded. mc‑Script™ is designed for embedded applications and has 

strong integration with the hardware by providing specific statements and 

functions to control peripherals like IO-Ports, ADC, I2C, SPI, UARTS, etc. The 

language supports classes to abstract all hardware details for the developer, 

making writing applications simple and fast. 

 

Most embedded development environments use C or C++ but those languages have 

features that make development complex, confusing and unsafe. mc‑Script™ is 

based on more modern language features, especially memory management and type 

save data to prevent errors. 
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1.1. Why did we choose a managed computer language? 

A modern managed language helps the developer to write code faster and prevents 

run-time errors that are difficult to handle in an embedded environment. The 

language is simple to use for the beginner due to its simple readable syntax while 

we still deliver the full power of an object oriented language for the expert. Both the 

beginner and expert can appreciate the event driven programming paradigm that 

always delivers low-power applications and behaves very naturally. 

 

 

 

 

1.2. Event driven programming 

All applications are event driven. This is a very important requirement for low 
power applications.  

Let’s have a look at a standard Arduino Blinky program. 

 

This program blinks the LED every second. The issue is in line 47, the delay 

(500) statement1. In this case the processor counts down a variable until 
500mSec has passed. This means that the processor is running and draws 
current.  

 

                                                   

1 This is the Arduino implementation. A Real Time Operating System would solve that problem but this is outside the 
scope of this document. 

No C required. 
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This is how a mc‑Script™ Blinky looks like: 

 

 

In line 1 we define a class, which is just a container. In line 2 we define the 

event, which is raised every 500mSec. Then it toggles the LED and there is no 
wait at all. The processor sleeps constantly, wakes up every 500mSec, runs the 
code and goes back to sleep again. 

This is how mc‑Script™ functions. Sleep until there is something to do. 

mc‑Script™ is made to solve this problem and operates by design in a low power 

mode close to the hardware. 

You may ask yourself where the LedRed variable comes from. mc‑Script™ 

“knows” the device and “knows” what the RedLed is. A number of standard 

constants exist automatically to simplify development. 

 

It is very simple to blink two LEDs. Just create another event and you’re done. 

See the code below: 

 

 

 

 

What we also see in this very simple example is multi-threading. Every event 
runs in its own thread and works independently so you don’t have to build 

combined timing. 

 

See here for some Arduino examples to blink multiple LEDs with different delays. 

01 Class test 
02    Shared Event RedLed() RaiseEvent Every 500 milliSeconds 
03        LedRed = Not LedRed 
04    End Event 
05 End Class  

01 Class test 
02    Shared Event RedLed(), RaiseEvent Every 500 milliSeconds 
03        LedRed = Not LedRed 
04    End Event 
05    Shared Event GreenLed(), RaiseEvent Every 350 milliSeconds 
06        LedGreen = Not LedGreen 
07    End Event 
08 End Class  

Programming with mc-Script™ means: 

Sleep until there is something to do. 

http://www.element14.com/community/thread/22556/l/arduino--multiple-leds-with-different-delays?displayFullThread=true
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2. mc‑Studio™ 

mc‑Studio™ is the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for mc‑Script™ and 

includes features for authoring, modifying, compiling, refactoring, deploying and 

debugging of the software.  

mc‑Studio™ is designed for mc‑Script™ and this tight integration of all development 

tasks improves overall productivity beyond just helping with setup tasks.  

 Code will be continuously parsed while it is being edited, providing instant 

feedback when syntax errors are introduced, which speeds up learning the 

language. 

 Variables are constantly shown. 

 Very powerful editor with unlimited undo and redo. 

 The IDE knows its environment and shows hardware related items on the fly. 

2.1. How to start 

Every mc‑Things™ includes a virtual machine that runs mc‑Script™ code which can 

be generated by the mc‑Wizard™ or hand-coded by a person and stored in the flash 

memory of the device. The following steps are required to start writing mc‑Script™: 

1. Start the IDE (launch mc‑Studio™).  

2. Create a new project or change one of the examples. 

3. Select Devices from the tools menu. The following screen shows up:  

 

4. The Virtual gateway and device Uid (00.00.ff.00) are selected. You now select 

your physical gateway (00.01.08.F8 in the example) by clicking on the 

gateway and press “Connect Gateway”. 
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5. After mc-Studio has a connection with the gateway, the mc‑Modules™ start 

to show up. In the screen shot below, you see some of that process. The 

devices have been recognized by the gateway but haven’t sent a beacon yet. 

Device 00.01.00.4F, 00.01.12.76 and 00.01.12.74 have sent a beacon and 

mc-Studio shows the beacon-data, the RSSI and when the last beacon has 

been received. 

 

6. The mc‑Module™ can now be selected and by pressing “Connect Device”, it 

will be connected to mc-Studio. 
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7. The system tries to connect to the mc‑Module™. This can take some time 

depending on specific settings but in the default situation, this cannot take 

more than 1 minute (60 Seconds). You can abort this process if required.  

 

 

8. After a successful connect, the button “Connect Device” changes in 

“Disconnect Device” When other devices are connected, they automatically 

disconnect the existing one. 

 

9. You now can write code and start testing. It is possible to keep the device 

form open and go back to the main mc-Studio form. 
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Some parts of the screen are highlighted and explained below. 

 At the top of the screen is the project name, Blinky2 (not the same as from 

the examples) and the selected device, in this case 00.00.00.09.  

 The mcMod110 is selected as device type. Not all the devices have the same 

features and non-existing features are disabled in the script. 

 There are 4 tab pages that specify errors in the script, search results, output 

from mc-Studio and the connected device, and the call-stack if the application 

is stopped. 

 The bottom specifies the state of script, in this case compiled successfully. 

The most common states are, Edited, Compiled, Build, Run and Stopped. 

Programs can be tested and loaded by pushing the “Run” button. 
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The following screen capture shows mc-Studio in “Stopped” status. The program has 

reach line 11. The yellow line indicates where the program is stopped. Line 11 is not 

yet executed. Some remarks: 

 The right-side of the form shows the variable. The LedRed and LedGreen are 

“False” meaning off. This is because line 11 is not yet executed. The variable 

“dat” stores the date-time and because it is already executed, it is filled with 

the date-time and this is also displayed at the right side of the screen. 

 The If-Then-Else-EndIf statement shows the keywords in a different color 

because the user clicked it (cursor at row 8 columns 8 as shown in the status 

bar at the bottom of the form. Clicking on variables or keyword shows the 

relationship between data or keywords. Try it yourself. 

 The user searches for “eve” by specifying the text in the “find text” box. The 

system will highlight all the text that matches the search. This can be 

influenced by “Match case” or “whole word”. 

 The Red line indicates a breakpoint. If the system runs and reaches that point, 

it will stop. The call stack shows how the program gets to the stop location. 

It now just shows one line because there are no sub-routines or functions. 

 The status-bar also shows where the program is. It shows the program-

counter (PC) and which thread is in use. In this simple program there are only 

3 threads, the Event (BlinkGreen), the Event (BlinkRed) and the Idle thread. 

In most cases if the program stops the PC Program Counter) is 63 and the 

thread is Idle thread, because the system always goes to sleep in the idle 

thread to save power if it has nothing to do. So in the example it runs every 
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few seconds for a few micro seconds and then sleeps. If the program is 

stopped the biggest chance is that it is in the idle thread.  

 During the build phase the compiler makes a list file in the project directory 

where every instruction can be found. The PC shows the instruction.  

2.2. Menus and short keys 

 

File menu Description Key(s) 

New Project Close existing project and create new project  

Open Project Close existing project and open existing project  

Close Project Close existing project  

Recent Projects Provides a sub-menu of recent projects that can 

be opened 

 

Example Projects Provides a sub-menu of example projects that 

can be opened 

 

New Add a new file to the project Ctrl+N 

Open Open an existing file and add to the project Ctrl+O 

Add Library Code Provides a list of libraries  

Save Save the existing document Ctrl+S 

SaveAs Save the existing document under a different 

name and/or path 

 

Save All Save all the files  

Remove from 

Project 

Remove document from project  

Print Print the existing document Ctrl+P 

Print Preview Print preview of the document  

Exit Exit mc-Studio  
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Edit menu Description Key(s) 

Undo Undo Ctrl+Z 

Redo Redo Ctrl+Y 

Cut Cut Ctrl+X 

Copy Copy Ctrl+C 

Paste Paste Ctrl+V 

Select all Select All Ctrl+A 

 

Search menu Description Key(s) 

Find Search text in all documents Ctrl+F 

Replace Replace text in all documents Ctrl+H 

Find Next Position caret at the next highlighted text F3 

Find Previous Position caret at the previous highlighted text Shift+F3 

Replace Next Replace the text and search the next occurrence 

of the search text 

Alt+F3 

 

Navigate menu Description Key(s) 

Toggle Bookmark Set a Bookmark at the current position if the line 

is not booked marked and clears the Bookmark if 

the line contains one 

Alt+B 

Next Bookmark Position the caret at the next Bookmark Alt+N 

Previous 

Bookmark 

Position the caret at the previous Bookmark Alt+P 

Clear all 

Bookmarks 

Clear all Bookmarks  Alt+C 

Goto Definition Goto the function definition F12 
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Refactor menu Description Key(s) 

Rename Rename method or variable.  Ctrl+R 

Comment  Comment selected text or line Ctrl+K 

Uncomment Remove the comments in the selected text or 

line 

Ctrl+U 

Code Assist Shows proposed text Ctrl+Space 

 

Project menu Description Key(s) 

Build Build the application. If required, the system will 

first compile the application. The build command 

generates a listing. 

F6 

Properties Popups a form where project properties can be 

specified. 

F4 

Load and Save Loads the application permanently into the 

device2. The device will be reset by the system so 

it can start again 

F7 

Reset Reset the device. This command can be used to 

activate the boot-load process. 

 

 

Tools menu Description Key(s) 

Options Opens a form where the user can specify options  

Devices Opens a form where the user can connect to 

gateways and devices 

 

Beaconing  Opens a form that displays all beacons  

 

  

                                                   

2 Device in this context is the selected device 
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Debug menu Description Key(s) 

Run/Continue Run the application in debug mode or when 

the application has been stopped it can be 

used to continue running the application 

F5 

Run to Cursor Run to the line the cursor is on Ctrl+F10 

Step Over Step over a method F10 

Step Into Step into a method F11 

Step Out Step out of a method Shift+F11 

Step Instruction Step one instruction in the virtual machine. 

The system switches the focus to the 

listing. 

Alt+Shift+F11 

Stop Debugging Stop the debug mode and go back to Edit 

mode 

Shift+F5 

Abort Running Abort a debug run Ctrl+Alt+Break 

Toggle 

Breakpoint 

Toggle Breakpoint F9 

Delete All 

Breakpoints 

Delete all breakpoints Ctrl+Shift+F9 

Set PC at Cursor Set the Program Counter at the beginning 

of the statement the cursor is on 

 

Set PC at… Set the Program Counter at the address 

specified in the popup form 
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2.3. Listing  

Every time the system builds it creates a listing file which is visible in one of the tabs. 

The listing is more or less the memory that has been send to the device. It contains 

several categories which are discussed in the following chapters. 

2.3.1 Events Handlers 

The first 32 words of the memory describe the event handlers. Every priority has its 

own interrupt handler. Duplicate interrupts are not allowed. The example below is 

Blinky2 and it has two interrupt handlers. When the interrupts for the green led 

occurs the system set the program counter at 86 (0x0056) and starts running. The 

compiler automatically provides free interrupts but the user can also specify them. 

The highest interrupt is 0 which is reserved for the Boot Event. 

****** EVENT HANDLERS 
 
    0:    0x0000   Address Priority 0 Event.   No Event defined. 
    1:    0x0056   Address Priority 1 Event.   Code for 'BlinkGreen' starts at 86. 
    2:    0x0063   Address Priority 2 Event.   Code for 'BlinkRed' starts at 99. 
    3:    0x0000   Address Priority 3 Event.   No Event defined. 
    4:    0x0000   Address Priority 4 Event.   No Event defined. 
    5:    0x0000   Address Priority 5 Event.   No Event defined. 
    6:    0x0000   Address Priority 6 Event.   No Event defined. 
    7:    0x0000   Address Priority 7 Event.   No Event defined. 
    8:    0x0000   Address Priority 8 Event.   No Event defined. 
    9:    0x0000   Address Priority 9 Event.   No Event defined. 
    10:   0x0000   Address Priority 10 Event.  No Event defined. 
    11:   0x0000   Address Priority 11 Event.  No Event defined. 
    12:   0x0000   Address Priority 12 Event.  No Event defined. 
    13:   0x0000   Address Priority 13 Event.  No Event defined. 
    14:   0x0000   Address Priority 14 Event.  No Event defined. 
    15:   0x0000   Address Priority 15 Event.  No Event defined. 
    16:   0x0000   Address Priority 16 Event.  No Event defined. 
    17:   0x0000   Address Priority 17 Event.  No Event defined. 
    18:   0x0000   Address Priority 18 Event.  No Event defined. 
    19:   0x0000   Address Priority 19 Event.  No Event defined. 
    20:   0x0000   Address Priority 20 Event.  No Event defined. 
    21:   0x0000   Address Priority 21 Event.  No Event defined. 
    22:   0x0000   Address Priority 22 Event.  No Event defined. 
    23:   0x0000   Address Priority 23 Event.  No Event defined. 
    24:   0x0000   Address Priority 24 Event.  No Event defined. 
    25:   0x0000   Address Priority 25 Event.  No Event defined. 
    26:   0x0000   Address Priority 26 Event.  No Event defined. 
    27:   0x0000   Address Priority 27 Event.  No Event defined. 
    28:   0x0000   Address Priority 28 Event.  No Event defined. 
    29:   0x0000   Address Priority 29 Event.  No Event defined. 
    30:   0x0000   Address Priority 30 Event.  No Event defined. 
    31:   0x0000   Address Priority 31 Event.  No Event defined. 
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2.3.2 Class information 

The system stores information about classes in its memory. In this simple example 

there are only two classes, Global and Demo. Global is always defined and contains 

all shared variable. These are always available. The Demo class is defined in the 

application. The class describes the size of private and public members and the name 

of the class. 

****** CLASS INFORMATION 
    64:   0x0049   Class Descriptor for class 'Global'. Next Descriptor at 73. 
    65:   0x0000   Base Class 'Object' Value represent a pointer if >= 64 (0x40) or ClassType if < 64 (0). 
    66:   0x0000   Offset of RefObject data.(0). 
    67:   0x0000   Size of RefObject data.(0). 
    68:   0x000C   Size of all data.(12). 
    69:   0x6C47   Part of the class name 'Global'. 
    70:   0x626F   Part of the class name 'Global'. 
    71:   0x6C61   Part of the class name 'Global'. 
    72:   0x0000   Part of the class name 'Global'. 
    73:   0x0051   Class Descriptor for class 'Demo'. Next Descriptor at 81. 
    74:   0x0000   Base Class 'Object' Value represent a pointer if >= 64 (0x40) or ClassType if < 64 (0). 
    75:   0x0000   Offset of RefObject data.(0). 
    76:   0x0000   Size of RefObject data.(0). 
    77:   0x0000   Size of all data.(0). 
    78:   0x6544   Part of the class name 'Demo'. 
    79:   0x6F6D   Part of the class name 'Demo'. 
    80:   0x0000   Part of the class name 'Demo'. 
    81:   0x0000   End Of Class Data. 
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2.3.3 Application statements 

This part is the memory footprint of the application. The position and the instructions 

are behind the code3.  

The yellow highlighted code is the thread sleep statement. The first instruction at 

89-91 pushes 100,000 on the stack. The ThreadSleep instruction will get the value 

of the stack and than sleeps that time. In this case 100,000µS. The function returns 

a value which we not use so the instruction FreeStackSpace removes the value from 

the stack. 

The green highlighted code switches the green LED. The instruction at position 94 

pushes the value 0 (false) on the stack and the instruction at 95 reads the value of 

the stack and set Pin10 based on the value, which in this case is false, so the LED is 

off. 

 
000005  Class Demo                                             82:   0x1800   EntryPoint              ValTypParams=0, RefTypParams=0 
 
                                                               84:   0x07D0                           TimeValue=2000 
                                                               85:   0x0200                           EventCategory=TimeInMilliSeconds 
000006      Shared Event BlinkGreen() RaiseEvent Every 2000 mi 86:   0x1800   EntryPoint              ValTypParams=0, RefTypParams=0 
 
000007          LedGreen = True                                87:   0x8001   PushConstU10            1 (0x0001) 
                                                               88:   0x080A   PopAndSetDigitalPin     Pin10 
 
000008          Thread.Sleep(100000)                           89:   0x0110   PushConstI32            100000 (0x000186A0) 
                                                               90:   0x86A0                            
                                                               91:   0x0001                            
                                                               92:   0x00D5   ThreadSleep              
                                                               93:   0xE420   FreeStackSpace          ValTypeSize=1, RefTypeSize=0 
 
000009          LedGreen = False                               94:   0x8000   PushConstU10            0 (0x0000) 
                                                               95:   0x080A   PopAndSetDigitalPin     Pin10 
 
000010      End Event                                          96:   0x0091   Return                   
 
                                                               97:   0x05DC                           TimeValue=1500 
                                                               98:   0x0200                           EventCategory=TimeInMilliSeconds 
000011      Shared Event BlinkRed() RaiseEvent Every 1500 mill 99:   0x1800   EntryPoint              ValTypParams=0, RefTypParams=0 
 
000012          LedRed = True                                  100:  0x8001   PushConstU10            1 (0x0001) 
                                                               101:  0x0809   PopAndSetDigitalPin     Pin9 
 
000013          Thread.Sleep(100000)                           102:  0x0110   PushConstI32            100000 (0x000186A0) 
                                                               103:  0x86A0                            
                                                               104:  0x0001                            
                                                               105:  0x00D5   ThreadSleep              
                                                               106:  0xE420   FreeStackSpace          ValTypeSize=1, RefTypeSize=0 
 
000014          LedRed = False                                 107:  0x8000   PushConstU10            0 (0x0000) 
                                                               108:  0x0809   PopAndSetDigitalPin     Pin9 
 
000015      End Event                                          109:  0x0091   Return                   
 
000016  End Class                                              83:   0x0097   ReturnMe                 

  

                                                   

3 We have cut the text a but of to make it readable 
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2.3.4 Blocks  

Blocks are shown after every class and the example below is not from Blinky2 but 

from the TemSensor example. mc-Script is an block oriented language and blocks 

control the scope. Block can be nested as shown in the example, The class 

specification contains the blocks “Function GetTemp”, “Function GetDieTemp”, 

“Function ToFarenheit” and “Function ToCelcius”. Block GetTemp as has a “Block If 

Then” 

Variables which are in scope of the block are mentioned in the block itself. 

 

****** BLOCKS and VARIABLES for TempSensor 
    Block Class (Line 1:45) 
        TempSensor      Me              (ReadOnly, Offset=0) 
        Object          MyBase          (ReadOnly, Offset=0) 
        Block Function GetTemp (Line 4:30) 
            I2c             sensor          (LocalRefTypVariableOffset=0) 
            ListOfByte      res             (LocalRefTypVariableOffset=1) 
            Float           temp            (LocalValTypVariableOffset=0) 
            Block If Then  (Line 18:25) 
                Float           part            (LocalValTypVariableOffset=1) 
            End Block 
        End Block 
        Block Function GetDieTemp (Line 32:35) 
        End Block 
        Block Function ToFarenheit (Line 37:39) 
            Float           celcius         (LocalValTypVariableOffset=0) 
        End Block 
        Block Function ToCelcius (Line 41:43) 
            Float           farenheit       (LocalValTypVariableOffset=0) 
        End Block 
        Total Size of Member data including base classes = 0. 
    End Block 

2.3.5 Global Variables and Literals 

This is simple a list of all global variables, the name and class type. The literals are 

in most cases string or list literals  
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2.3.6 Debugging with the listing 

In the example the user has run to the breakpoint and did a single step. The listing 

will reflect this. See below: 

000008          x = 2                         96:   0x6800   Const2toLocalI32        x 
 
000009          x = f.foo()                   97:   0x8C00   PushLocalRef            f 
                                              98:   0x1C06   BranchSubr              105 
                                              99:   0x9000   PopLocalI32             x 
 
000010          x = 3                         100:  0x8003   PushConstU10            3 (0x0003) 
                                              101:  0x9000   PopLocalI32             x 
 
000011          x = 4                         102:  0x8004   PushConstU10            4 (0x0004) 
                                              103:  0x9000   PopLocalI32             x 
 
000012           
000013      End Event                         104:  0x0091   Return                   
 
000014      Public Function foo() As Integer  105:  0x1800   EntryPoint              ValTypParams=0, RefTypParams=0 
                                              106:  0xE020   AllocateStackSpace      ValTypeSize=1, RefTypeSize=0 
 
000015          Dim y As Integer = 1          107:  0x6400   Const1toLocalI32        y 
 
000016          privB = 1                     108:  0x8001   PushConstU10            1 (0x0001) 
                                              109:  0xB004   PopMemberI32            privB 
 
000017          y = 3                         110:  0x8003   PushConstU10            3 (0x0003) 
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The function “Step Instruction” can be used to execute only one instruction as can 

seen below. We moved from 108 to 109: 

 

 This can help the user to find bugs and allows for more precise debugging.  
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2.3.7 Runtime information 

The runtime information in the next 32 bytes describes the size of the code and 

literals and pin information. The instructions in location 61 to 63 is actually the code 

of a thread. In this case the Idle thread, which runs when the system has nothing to 

do. The “SystemIdle” brings the system in a very low power mode and wakes up 

when required. The operating system, mc-OS, that runs the system is tickles so the 

power consumptions is minimal. 

****** RUNTIME INFORMATION 
     32:   0x0075   ScriptSizeLS (Size of the code in 2-byte instructions = 117) 
     33:   0x0000   CodeSizeMS (Size of the code in 2-byte instructions = 117) 
     34:   0x0002   CodeSizeInBlocks = 2 
     35:   0x0001   StringSizeInBlocks = 1 
     36:   0x0000   Reserved 
     37:   0x0000   Reserved 
     38:   0xAB81   Compile Date and Time 2016-08-27 19:50:25 
     39:   0x1F54   Compile Date and Time 2016-08-27 19:50:25 
     40:   0x0000   Reserved 
     41:   0x0000   Reserved 
     42:   0x0000   Reserved 
     43:   0x0000   Reserved 
     44:   0x0000   Reserved 
     45:   0x0000   PinMode Pin0=NotUsed  Pin1=NotUsed 
     46:   0x0000   PinMode Pin2=NotUsed  Pin3=NotUsed 
     47:   0x0000   PinMode Pin4=NotUsed  Pin5=NotUsed 
     48:   0x0000   PinMode Pin6=NotUsed  Pin7=NotUsed 
     49:   0x0000   PinMode Pin8=NotUsed   Pin9=NotUsed 
     50:   0x0000   PinMode Pin10=NotUsed   Pin11=NotUsed 
     51:   0x0000   PinMode Pin12=NotUsed   Pin13=NotUsed 
     52:   0x0000   PinMode Pin14=NotUsed   Pin15=NotUsed 
     53:   0x0000   PinMode Pin16=NotUsed   Pin17=NotUsed 
     54:   0x0000   PinMode Pin18=NotUsed   Pin19=NotUsed 
     55:   0x0000   PinMode Pin20=NotUsed   Pin21=NotUsed 
     56:   0x0000   PinMode Pin22=NotUsed   Pin23=NotUsed 
     57:   0x0000   Reserved 
     58:   0x0000   Reserved 
     59:   0x0000   Reserved 
     60:   0x0000   Reserved 
     61:   0x1800   IdleThread EntryPoint ValTypParams=0, RefTypParams=0 
     62:   0x0015   SystemIdle 
     63:   0x5002   BranchBack 62 
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3. Architecture 

An application written in mc‑Script™ runs in the Virtual Machine. This Virtual Machine 

is part of the Real Time Operating System (RTOS) called mc‑OS™. This operating 

system is designed from the ground up to be low power. To minimize power 

consumption, the system never polls and is completely event driven. mc‑OS™ never 

disables interrupts because it requires very fast reaction times for the wireless 

components.  

Therefore, mc‑OS™ is tick-less, uses a segmented interrupt architecture and has 

zero interrupt latency4, or close to zero interrupt latency5, depending on the module. 

 

6 VM Application1 VM Application 2 … VM Application N 

5 Virtual Machine (mc‑VM™) 

3 

mc‑Air™ 

(2.4 Ghz) 

Process 

SIGFOX™ 
(900MHz) 

Process 

Other C 
Application 

Process 

VM  
Execution 

Process 

3 Real Time Operation System (mc‑OS™) 

2 Device drivers (Radio, SPI, I2C, UART, PWM, Timers, etc.) 

1 Hardware (MCU and peripherals) 

  

3.1. Hardware 

The hardware of all modules is based on ARM Cortex-M0 and ARM Cortex-M4 SoC. 

Both processors are the industry-leading 32-bit processors for highly deterministic 

real-time applications. The processors deliver outstanding computational 

performance and exceptional system response to events while meeting the 

challenges of low dynamic and static power constraints. Both processors implement 

the Thumb instruction set, a 3 stage pipeline, hardware multiplier and a wide range 

of sleep modes. The Cortex-M4 has most of the Cortex-M0 characteristics but also 

includes a hardware floating point unit, hardware integer division and branch 

prediction. 

                                                   

4 Zero interrupt latency in the strict sense is not possible. What we mean when we say "Zero Interrupt Latency" is 
that the software does not add any latency to hardware latency. All modules based on an ARM Cortex-M4 are true 
zero interrupt latency. 

5 Modules with an ARM Cortex-M0 don’t support atomic instructions to implement true zero interrupt latency. The 
implementation of the atomic instructions in code adds a worst case delay of 3 cycles or 188 nanoseconds to the 
interrupt latency.  
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3.2. Device Drivers 

All device drivers are interrupt driven to limit power consumption. They work in 

conjunction with the mc‑OS™ to control the process state. Most device drivers on 

the ARM Cortext-M4 powered modules are DMA drivers. All ARM Cortext-M0 powered 

modules use interrupt controlled drivers. The following device drivers are 

implemented: 

 Clock driver to control the crystals 

 Radio driver (the 2.4GHz radio for mc‑Air™) 

 UART driver (Serial) 

 SPI driver 

 I2C driver 

 NFC driver (Near Field Communication) 

 GPIO (General Purpose IO pins and signal detection and event generation) 

 ADC (analog the digital converter) 

 RTC (real time clock) 

 TEMP (die temperature) 

 RNG (Random Number Generator) 

 AES (AES encryption engine) 

 WDT (Watch Dog Timer) 

 TIMER (High precision timer) 

 PWM (Pulse Width Modulator) 

 NVMC (Non Volatile Memory Controller) 

3.3. mc‑OS™ 

mc‑OS™ controls most of the operations of the device and is a modified version of 

Q-Kernel™. Q-Kernel™ is built from the ground up based on a modern architecture, 

and is designed to handle interrupts better than any other RTOS on the market. It is 

specifically written for microcontrollers, so it is small and very fast. It uses advanced 

algorithms to optimize speed and is very versatile. Its key features are:  

 Dual-Mode and Tick-Less 

 Low power consumption and integrated power management 

 Zero Interrupt Latency 

 Never Disable Interrupts 

 No Interrupt Jitter 

 Processes and Fibers 

3.4. The mc‑OS™ Processes 

The main processes run on top of the RTOS. Each has a specific task and those tasks 

are described in the next chapters: 
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3.4.1 mc‑Air™ Process 

The mc‑Air™ Process is given the highest priority so it can react very quickly to 

wireless requests. Most devices support mc‑Air™ (which features communications to 

a mcGateway™, beaconing, IFTTT and MQTT communication to a broker). 

3.4.2 SIGFOX™ Process 

SIGFOX™ is the only global, operated cellular network dedicated to the Internet of 

Things. The SIGFOX™ network provides a subscription-based connectivity solution 

with the longest battery life, lowest cost and easy integration. The SIGFOX process 

implements the required API. 

3.4.3 Virtual Machine Process 

The virtual machine process implements the execution part of the virtual machine 

including VM threads, managed memory, etc. The VM process runs as a process in 

mc‑OS™ and this process executes the mc‑Script™ binary output. The VM process 

also support mc‑Script™ threads.  

3.5. VM Applications 

The virtual machine supports multiple threads and this provides the developer with 

the ability to write multiple mc‑Script™ applications independently from each other. 

These applications are the higher level use cases written in mc‑Script™ which is 

software instead of firmware.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mc-Script™ threads run inside the mc-VM™ process. 

Other high speed tasks run completely isolated in 
their own environment  
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4. Object Oriented Programming with mc‑Script™ 

mc‑Script™, provides full support for object-oriented programming including 

encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. 

 Encapsulation means that a group of related properties, methods, and other 

members are treated as a single unit or object. 

 Inheritance describes the ability to create new classes based on an existing 

class. The functionality of the existing class is inherited. 

 Polymorphism means that you can have multiple classes that can be used 

interchangeably, even though each class implements the same properties or 

methods in different ways. 

4.1. Classes 

The terms class and object are sometimes used interchangeably, but in fact, classes 

describe the type of objects, while objects are usable instances of classes. The act 

of creating an object is called “instantiation”. Using the blueprint analogy, a class is 

a blueprint, and an object is a building made from that blueprint. In different terms, 

a class combines data, functions, and types into a new type. A class starts with the 

“Class name” statement and ends with the “End Class” statement.  

Each class can have different class members that describe class data, methods that 

define class behavior, and events that provide an execution environment. 

4.1.1 Data Members 

The data members of a class are variable, also called fields and constants. 

4.1.2 Me keyword 

The “Me” keyword either behaves like an object variable or a structure variable 

referring to the current instance. Using “Me” is particularly useful for passing 

information about the currently executing instance of a class or structure to a 

procedure in another class or structure.  

4.1.3 Function Members 

This refers to both functions, subroutines and events and provides an action to a 

class. A function member is also called a method. There are instance members, 

shared members and constructors. 

 Instance members can only be accessed through an instance of the class, 

that is, through an object of the class. To put it another way, instance 

members “belong” to an individual object rather than to the class as a whole.  

 Shared members can be accessed without creating an instance of the class. 

These members are shared among all instances of the class. More correctly, 

they are independent of any particular object of the class. To put it another 

way, shared members “belong” to the class as a whole, rather than to its 

individual objects or instances. 

 Constructors are class methods that are executed automatically when an 

object of a given type is created. Constructors usually initialize the data 

members of the new object. A constructor can run only once when a class is 

created. Furthermore, the code in the constructor always runs before any 
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other code in a class. However, you can create multiple constructor overloads 

in the same way as for any other method. 

4.1.4 The Interface of a Class 

We have seen that, when speaking in general object-oriented terms, the exposed 

members of a software component constitute the component’s interface. Each 

member of a class module has an access type, which may be Public, Private, or 

Readonly. We will discuss each of these in detail later but for now, it is sufficient to 

say, a class module may accordingly have Public, Private, or Readonly members.  

4.1.5 Objects 

A class is just a description of some variables and methods and does not have a life 

of its own (with the exception of shared members, which we will discuss later). In 

general, to execute the methods and use the properties of a class, we must create 

an instance of the class, officially known as an object. Creating an instance of a class 

is referred to as instancing, or instantiating, the class.  

To instantiate an object of a class you use the New keyword. This keyword creates 

the object from the class and calls New() method.  

4.2. Inheritance 

The Inherits keyword in the class statement is used to declare a new class, called a 

derived class, based on an existing class, known as a base class. Derived classes 

inherit, and can extend, the functions, subroutines, events, fields, and constants 

defined in the base class.  

One of the key features of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) languages is 

inheritance. Inheritance is the ability to use all of the functionality of an existing 

class, and extend those capabilities without re-writing the original class. Inheritance 

can significantly cut down your programming time. 

A new class that is created by inheritance is sometimes called a child class or a 

subclass. The class you originally inherited from is called the base class, parent 

class, or the superclass. mc‑Script™ allows only single inheritance, so each subclass 

will have only one base class. 

A class may inherit from a class that has already inherited from another class. The 

Inherits keyword in the class statement is used to declare a new class, called a 

derived class, based on an existing class, known as a base class. Derived classes 

inherit, and can extend, the properties, methods, events, fields, and constants 

defined in the base class. The following section describes some of the rules for 

inheritance, and the modifiers you can use to change the way classes inherit or are 

inherited: 

4.2.1 Override a method 

By default, a derived class inherits variables and methods from its base class. If an 

inherited method has to behave differently in the derived class, it can be overridden. 

That is, you can define a new implementation of the method in the derived class.  

4.2.2 MyBase keyword 

The MyBase keyword behaves like an object variable that refers to the base class of 

the current instance of a class. MyBase is frequently used to access base class 
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members that are overridden in a derived class. In particular, MyBase.New is used 

to explicitly call a base class constructor from a derived class constructor. Some 

restrictions are: 

 MyBase refers to the immediate base class and its inherited members. It 

cannot be used to access Private members in the class. 

 MyBase is a keyword, not a real object. MyBase cannot be assigned to a 

variable, passed to procedures, or used in a comparison. 

 The method that MyBase qualifies does not have to be defined in the 

immediate base class; it may instead be defined in an indirectly inherited 

base class. In order for a reference qualified by MyBase to compile correctly, 

some base classes must contain a method matching the name and types of 

parameters that appear in the call. 

 MyBase cannot be used to qualify itself. 

4.2.3 Object base class 

All classes and structures are inherited from “Object”. Generic object variables (that 

is, variables you declare as Object) can hold objects from any class. When using 

variables of type Object, you may need to take different actions based on the class 

of the object; for example, some objects might not support a particular property or 

method. mc‑Script™ provides the “Is” keyword to test if an object is a specific type. 

4.3. Intrinsic classes 

Intrinsic classes are classes defined in the underlying Virtual Machine and don’t 

require source code. See the appendix for a complete description. 

4.4. Structures 

Structures are lightweight classes and their size is always 4 bytes. Their memory 

structures are different and perform much better as a classes. Structures cannot be 

defined but there are a lot of intrinsic structures including data types like Boolean, 

Byte, Short, Integer, Float and DateTime. 

4.5. Enums 

If you have a set of unchanging values that are logically related to each other, you 

can define them together in an enumeration. This provides meaningful names for 

the enumeration and its members, which are easier to remember than their values. 

You can then use the enumeration members in many places in your code.  

The benefits of using enumerations include the following: 

 Reduces errors caused by transposing or mistyping numbers. 

 Makes it easy to change values in the future. 

 Makes code easier to read, which means it is less likely that errors will be 

introduced. 

 Ensures forward compatibility. If you use enumerations, your code is less 

likely to fail if, in the future, someone changes the values corresponding to 

the member names. 
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An enumeration has a name, and a set of members. Each member represents a 

constant. Enumerations are always public.  

Enumerations are value types just like structures.  

4.5.1 Initializing Members 

The Enum statement can initialize the contents of selected members in a memberlist. 

You use initializer to supply an integer constant to be assigned to the member. 
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5. Variables and literals 

You often have to store values when you perform calculations. For example, you 

might want to calculate several values, compare them, and perform different 

operations on them, depending on the result of the comparison. You have to retain 

the values if you want to compare them. 

mc‑Script™, just like most programming languages, uses variables for storing 

values. A variable has a name (the word that you use to refer to the value that the 

variable contains), also called the identifier. A variable also has a data type (which 

determines the kind of data that the variable can store).  

You declare a variable to specify its name and characteristics. The declaration 

statement for local variables is the Dim statement. The “As” clause in the declaration 

statement allows you to define the data type of the variable you are declaring.  

A literal is a value that is expressed as itself rather than as a variable's value or the 

result of an expression, such as the number 1 in line 3, string "Hello World!" in line 7 

and the date in line 9.  

See example below: 

 

 

5.1. Naming of Variables 

When you name a variable in your mc‑Script™ application, the first character of that 

name must be an alphabetic character or an underscore followed by alphabetic and 

numeric characters.  

Variables are case insensitive, meaning that the variable “TEST”, “Test”, “TesT” and 

“test” are all the same. The definition will define the case and all uses of the variable 

will reflect this.  

01 Class Temp 
02     Private Sub foo() 
03         Dim test As Integer = 1 
04         Dim temp As Float 
05         Dim buffer As ListOfByte = New ListOfByte() 
06         Dim count As Byte = 12 
07         Dim text As String = "Hello World" 
08         Dim test1 As Integer 
09         Dim dat As DateTime = #2013-12-31 14:59:48# 
10         While test > 0 
11             Dim n As Integer = 64 
12             While n > 0 
13                 Worker.DoWork(n) 
14                 n -= 1 
15             End While 
16             test -= 1 
17         End While 
18     End Sub  
19 End Class 
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5.2. Data types 

The data type of a variable or literal refers to what kind of data it can hold and how 

it stores that data. Data types apply to all values that can be stored in computer 

memory or participate in the evaluation of an expression. Every variable, literal and 

function return value has a data type.  

In mc‑Script™, data types are implemented based on their classification. The data 

types can be classified according to where a variable is stored. 

A Value Type stores its contents in memory allocated on the stack. When you create 

a Value Type as local variable, a single space in memory is allocated to store the 

value and that variable directly holds a value. If you assign it to another variable, 

the value is copied directly and both variables work independently. Value types are 

“Boolean”, “Byte”, “Short”, “Integer”, “Float” and “DateTime” and all structures and 

Enums.  

Reference Types are used by a reference which holds a reference (address) to the 

variable but not the variable itself. Because reference types represent the address 

of the variable rather than the data itself, assigning a reference variable to another 

doesn't copy the data. Instead it creates a second copy of the reference, which refers 

to the same location of the heap as the original value. Reference Type variables are 

stored in a different area of memory called the heap. This means that when a 

reference type variable is no longer used, it can be marked to be removed. The most 

used reference type is “String”. Other reference types are Lists and classes 

developed by the developer.  

Reference types can contain ‘Nothing’ to indicate that they are not pointing to any 

object.  

5.2.1 Object 

Supports all classes in the mc-Script class hierarchy and provides low-level services 

to derived classes. This is the ultimate base class of all classes in mc-Script; it is the 

root of the type hierarchy. Some support functions are: 

 ToString Displays the name of the class. Most classes will override this 

method so they can provide more information. 

 Cast The Cast method casts the object into the specified type of class. It is 

not possible to overwrite this Function. If the object is a value type the 

compiler gives an error message. Use the ToByte(), ToInteger(), etc. for value 

type casting. If the type is of type 'Object' and the variable contains a boxed 

value type, the contained type must be exactly the same as the specified 

type. If not the system throws a 'CastException'. If the object is a reference 

type and not of type 'Object' the compiler indicates an error if it cannot cast 

the value to its new type." 

 Clone The Clone method creates a shallow copy by creating a new object, 

and then copying the members of the current object to the new object. If a 

member is a value type, a bit-by-bit copy of the member is performed. If a 

member is a reference type, the reference is copied but the referred object is 

not; therefore, the original object and its clone refer to the same object. 

 TryCast This function casts the object into the specified type of class. It is 

not possible to overwrite this function. If the object is a value type the 

compiler indicates an error. Use the ToByte(), ToInteger(), etc. for value type 

casting. If the object is of type 'Object' and it contains a boxed value type the 
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contained type must be exactly the same as the specified type. If not, the 

system returns 'False' and writes Nothing or 0 in the result. If the value is a 

reference type and not of type 'Object' the compiler indicates an error if it 

cannot cast the value to its new type." 

5.2.2 Boolean 

A Boolean is stored in a byte and can contain True or False and the default is always 

False. Whenever possible, you should restrict usage of Boolean variables to the 

logical values for which they are designed. The case insensitive keywords True and 

False are the only allowed literals.  

5.2.3 Byte 

The Byte holds an unsigned 8-bit (1-byte) integer where the value can range from 0 

through 255. Bytes cannot hold negative numbers. Bytes are always widened to 

Integers if used in an expression. 

Bytes can be widened to Shorts, Integers or Floats without encountering an overflow 

condition.  

Byte literals can be defined as a numeric value between 0 and 255. The hex notation 

is also allowed, like 0xff for decimal 255. The number of hex characters must be 1 

or 2 to become a Byte literal like 0xC for a Byte with value 12.  

5.2.4 Short 

The Short holds a signed 16-bit (2-byte) integer where the value can range 

from -32,768 through 32,767. Shorts can be widened to Integer or Float without 

encountering an overflow condition.  

Short literals can be defined as a numeric value like -1234. The short literal indicator 

is “S”. So the value 12S is 12 of type Short. The hex notation is also allowed, like 

0xffff for decimal -1. The number of hex characters must be between 3 and 4 to 

become Short literal, like 0x000C for 12. 

5.2.5 Integer 

The Integer holds signed 32-bit (4-byte) integers that range in value 

from -2,147,483,648 through 2,147,483,647. The Integer data type provides 

optimal performance for the ARM processors.  

Integers can be widened to Float without encountering an overflow condition. 

Integer literals can be defined as a numeric value like 1234567. The integer literal 

indicator is “I”. So the value 12I is 12 of type Integer. The hex notation is also 

allowed, like 0x7fffffff for decimal 2,147,483,647. The number of hex characters 

must be between 5 and 8 to become an Integer literal, like 0x0000000C for 12. 

5.2.6 Float 

The Float holds signed IEEE 32-bit (4-byte) floating-point numbers ranging in value 

from -3.4028235E+38 through -1.401298E-45 for negative values and from 

1.401298E-45 through 3.4028235E+38 for positive values. Single-precision 

numbers store an approximation of a real number. 
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When you work with floating-point numbers, keep in mind that they do not always 

have a precise representation in memory. This could lead to unexpected results from 

certain operations, such as value comparison and the Mod operator. 

A Variable defined as Float cannot be widened. The literal presentation requires a 

dot “.” In the number like -1.0 or 24.34. 

There are a lot of special functions available for the float datatype, like Sin, Cos, Tan, 

ASin, ACos, ATan, Exp, Log, Log10, Sqrt etc. There are constants, like Pi, E, Epsilon, 

etc. 

5.2.7 DateTime 

A DateTime is a 4 byte values that represent dates ranging from January 1, 2000 

00:00:00 through July 2, 2136 6:28:15 with a granularity of 1 second. The system 

considers leap years. Functions are available for calculation with dates and time, like 

AddDays, AddHours, AddMinutes and AddSeconds. The WeekDay function returns 

the day of the week and the Now functions returns the current date/time. 

Literals must be in enclosed by the “#” character and must be in the following 

format: #YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss# in the 24 hour format. 

5.2.8 Strings 

A string literal is a sequence of zero or more bytes that represent characters 

beginning and ending with an ASCII double-quote character. String holds sequences 

of Bytes which are interpreted as characters and can contain a value of 0 to 255. 

The maximum length of the string is only limited by the amount of memory. Strings 

are immutable, meaning they can’t be changed but only created. So a statement like 

Name = Name + " " will create a new string in the variable Name.  

The most efficient way to build a string from other bytes and strings is to use a 

ListOfByte and build the string with the methods Add(Byte) and Add(String) of that 

class. If the work is completed the ToString() method can be used to create a string.  

String literals are stored in a special area called the literal pool. A string literal 

consists of zero or more characters enclosed in double quotes, as in "hello", and may 

include both simple escape sequences (such as \t for the tab character) and 

hexadecimal sequences. The supported escape sequences are “\t” for tab, “\n” new-

line, “\r” for carriage return, “\\” for back-slash and “\xHH” where HH is the 

hexadecimal value of the character like “\x1B” for Escape or “\x22” for the double 

quote character. 

The literal ”Hello\tWorld” has a tab between “Hello” and “world”. The string is 11 

bytes long. The literal ”Hello\\tWorld” is 12 bytes long and has the characters  “\t” 

between “hello” and “world”. 

There are a lot of functions available to manipulate strings and convert them to other 

data types. Some of the methods are:  

 ToObject This function casts a string to an object. This method is required 

to find out if two strings point to the same object because the String-Compare 

operators compare the content of two strings. 

 Compare This method compares two string objects, ignoring or honoring 

their case, and returns an integer that indicates their relative position in the 

sort order. -1 if the first string is smaller than the second one, +1 if the first 

string is larger than the second one and 0 if they are the same. 
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 Contains This method returns a value indicating whether a specified 

substring occurs within this string, ignoring or honoring their case. 

 EndsWith The method determines whether the end of this string matches 

the specified string, ignoring or honoring their case. 

 IndexOf Returns the zero-based index of the first occurrence of the specified 

string or character in this string. The search starts at a specified start position. 

It returns the zero-based index position of value if that string is found, or -1 

if it is not found. 

 Item This is a read only indexer which returns the byte at the position 

specified by the index parameter. The index parameter is zero-based. 

 Length This method returns the length of the string. 

 Replace This method returns a new string, in which all occurrences of a 

specified string or character in the current instance are replaced with another 

string or character. 

 StartsWith The method determines whether the beginning of this string 

matches the specified string, ignoring or honoring their case. 

 SubString This method extracts a substring from this instance. The substring 

starts at a specified zero based character position and has a specified length, 

or if not specified, to the end of the string. 

 ToListOfByte Copies all characters in this instance to a byte list. 

 ToLower Returns a copy of this string converted to lowercase. 

 ToUpper Returns a copy of this string converted to upper case. 

 Trim Removes all leading and trailing white-space characters from the string. 

 TrimLeft Removes all leading white-space characters from the string. 

 TrimRight Removes all trailing white-space characters from the string. 

 

5.2.9 Widening and narrowing of numeric data types 

An important consideration with a type conversion is whether the result of the 

conversion is within the range of the destination data type. A widening conversion 

changes a value to a data type that can allow for any possible value of the original 

data. Widening conversions preserve the source value but can change its 

representation. This occurs if you convert from a Byte to a Short, Integer or Float, 

or a Short to an Integer or Float or an Integer to a Float6. 

Widening conversions always succeed at run time and never incur data loss. The 

system will always perform them implicitly. 

A narrowing conversion changes a value to a data type that might not be able to 

hold some of the possible values. For example, a fractional value in a Float is rounded 

when it is converted to an integer type. Narrowing conversions are never implicit. 

Every data type has methods to convert the data to another type.  

                                                   

6 Conversions from Integer to Float might result in loss of precision, but never in loss of magnitude. In this sense 
they do not incur information loss. 
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Numeric types can explicitly convert to another type with the ToByte(), ToShort(), 

ToInteger() and the ToFloat() methods. Those methods throw an Overflow error if 

the existing value does not fit in the new type. The TryConvert() function tries to 

convert a value hold in a larger data type into a smaller data type. If the value fits, 

the method converts the value and writes the value into the 'ByRef' parameter." If 

the value does not fit in the new data type, the system writes 0 into the 'ByRef' 

parameter and returns False to indicate failure.  

See the example below: 

 

 

Error in line 9 because the data type of “s” is Short, which cannot be automatically 

converted to a byte. The same in line 10 works because the expression (b-s) is 

converted explicitly to a Byte. Error in line 12 because there is no automatic 

conversion from a float to an integer. Error in line 14 because a divide operation 

always returns a float, which is not automatically converted to an integer. 

5.2.10 UShort, UInteger and SByte 

In some cases, external peripherals return information in unsupported datatypes 

like, unsigned shorts, unsigned integers and signed bytes. The system has some 

methods to assist with these datatypes.  

The most common case is a signed byte. The method SignExtend() interprets the 

byte as a signed byte and converts it to a Integer. So the byte value 255 (0xFF) will 

be converted to an integer -1. If bit 7 (sign bit of a signed byte) is set it will extend 

the sign to the three most significant bytes of the returned integer.  

A short containing an unsigned short can be converted to an Integer with the function 

ZeroExtend(). The function will move the value in an integer and then clear the most 

significant to bytes. So a value of -1 (0xFFFF) will be a converted to an integer of 

0x0000FFFF, which is an unsigned value of 65535. 

A Integer containing an unsigned Integer can be converted to a Float with the 

function ZeroExtend().So a value of -1 (0xFFFFFFFF) will be a converted to a float of 

4,294,967,000. Conversions from Integer to Float might result in loss of precision, 

but never in loss of magnitude. The accurate value is 4,294,967,296 instead. 

01 Class test 
02     Shared Event Test() 
03         Dim b As Byte = 255 
04         Dim b1 As Byte 
05         Dim f As Float  
06         Dim s As Short = 1 
07         Dim i As Integer 
08         b = b1 
09         b = b - s 
10         b = (b - s).ToByte 
11         f = b + s + i 
12         i = f 
13         i = f.ToInteger 
14         i = i / 4 
15         f = i / 4 
16     End Event 
17 End Class 
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5.3. Lists 

A List in mc‑Script™ is a set of data that are logically related to each other. The 

individual values are called the elements of the list. Lists are much like arrays, but 

they are much more flexible because their size, or count, can change. Standard lists 

are contiguous from index 0 through the highest index value. Elements can be added, 

removed, sorted etc. 

Standard lists are “ListOfObject”, “ListOfBoolean”, “ListOfByte”, “ListOfShort”, 

“ListOfInteger”, “ListOfFloat”, “ListOfDateTime” and “ListOfString but the user can 

also make specific lists with the use of indexers. Indexers allow instances of a class 

to be indexed just like lists. This feature can be used to design special lists, stacks, 

etc.  

Lists can be created by list literal. A list literal denotes a list, whose element types 

are inferred from a combination of the expression context and a list initializer. See 

some examples below: 
 

 
 

The lists in the example are all read only because the data resides in flash. All lists 

have the function IsReadonly() that will return True if it is a read only list. 

Some remarks: 

 Line 2 defines a shared list as a constant which can be used by other classes 

to access the list 

 Line 5 shows that mixing between decimal and hexadecimal literals is allowed. 

 Line 6 shows that one literal of a wider type (1S) makes the whole list wider. 

 Line 7 shows that Nothing can be used as literal. 

 Line 8 shows a ListOfObject() in case not all elements are the same type or 

cannot be widened. 

 Line 9 shows how to make hexRW a read-write list by cloning a read only list. 

 “ListOfByte” has a number of special functions to handle transport of data in streams 

of bytes, like an SPI or I2C buffer. There are a lot of functions available to manipulate 

lists and insert or extract variables. One of the challenges in embedded programming 

is the “endianness” of information. mc‑Script™ has functions that support the switch 

from “little endianness” to “big endianness”. 

01 Class test 
02     Const MyList As ListOfByte = {1,3,5,7,11 13} 
03     Shared Event Boot() 
04         Dim bytes As ListOfByte = {1,3,5,7,11,13} 
05         Dim hex As ListOfByte = {1,3,5,7,0x0B,13} 
06         Dim shorts As ListOfShort = {1S,3,5,0x07,11,13} 
07         Dim strings As ListOfString = {Nothing,"3","5","7","11","13"} 
08         Dim objects As ListOfObject = {1,"3",5,"7",11,"13"} 
09         Dim hexRW As ListOfByte = hex.Clone() 
10     End Event 
11 End Class 
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5.3.1 For Each Statement 

The “For Each” statement is used to iterate through a list. The embedded statements 

continue to execute for each element in the list. After the iteration has been 

completed for all the elements in the list, control is transferred to the next statement 

following the “For Each” block. At any point within the “For Each” block, you can 

break out of the loop by using the “Exit For” statement, or step to the next iteration 

in the loop by using the “Continue For” statement.  

Adding or removing items from the source list in the embedded statement is not 

recommended because of unpredictable side effects. If you need to add or remove 

items from the source list it is recommended to create a clone with the Clone method. 

The next example gets a number of measurements in a list of objects. Every 

measurement contains a list of floating point variables. If the average is smaller than 

100, the measurement is not valid and should be removed from the source.   

 

Some remarks: 

 The source is retrieved in line 13 

 In line 14 the source is cloned and used in the “For Each” statement to iterate 

true the clone of the source. The Clone method creates a shallow copy by 

creating a new object, and then copying the elements to the new object. The 

reference is copied but the referred object is not; therefore, the original object 

and its clone refer to the same object. 

 The code in line 15 casts the element to a list of floats. 

 If the average of the values is less than 100, the element is removed from 

the source list. Removing the element from the source does not affect the 

clone, so there are no side effects.   

  

13        Dim source As ListOfObject = GetMeasurements() 
14        For Each element In source.Clone()  
15            Dim values As ListOfFloat = element.Cast(ListOfFloat) 
16            If values.Average < 100 Then 
17                source.Remove(element) 
18            End If 
19        Next 
20 
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5.3.2 List methods 

Most lists have the following methods: 

 Add – Adds an item at the end of the list. Count and Version are increased 

by one. Method is not available on read only lists. 

 AddElements – Adds the specified number of zero/nothing initialized 

elements to the list. Count and Version are updated. The method will throw 

an error if the list is Readonly. 

 AddRange – Adds a range of elements, beginning at index and counts 

elements to the end of the list. If Index is not specified 0 is assumed and if 

count is not specified, the whole list is added. Count and Version are updated. 

If the added lists data type is not the same as the list to add to, the system 

will convert the individual elements in the list to fit the receiving list. So it is 

possible to add the elements of a ListOfByte to a ListOfByte, ListOfShort, 

ListOfInteger, ListOfFloat and ListOfObject. Items added to a ListOfObject will 

be boxed if they are value types. The method will throw an error if the list is 

Readonly. 

 Average – If the List is a numeric type, this method calculates the average 

of all elements in the list. 

 BinarySearch – Searches the entire sorted list for an element and returns 

the zero-based index of the element. This list must be sorted. 

 Clear – Removes all elements from the list. Count is set to zero and the 

Version is incremented. The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 Clone – Creates a shallow copy by creating a new object, and then copying 

the members of the current object to the new object. A bit-by-bit copy of the 

member is performed. Count is set to the number of items in the list and 

Version is set to 1. 

 Count – Returns the number of elements in the list.  

 GetRange – Returns a list which represents a subset of the elements in the 

source list. The Version is set to 1. 

 IndexOf – Searches forward for the specified value and returns the zero-

based index of the first occurrence within the range of elements in the list 

that contains the specified number of elements and ends at the specified 

index. The function returns a zero-based index of the first occurrence of the 

value within the range of elements in the list that starts at “startIndexi” and 

contains count number of elements, if found; otherwise, -1. Value types and 

Strings are compared based on the content, while all other reference types 

are compared by address.  

 InsertAt – Inserts an individual value into the list at the specified index. The 

count and version are both incremented. The method will throw an error if 

the list is Readonly. 

 InsertRange – Inserts a range of a list of values into the list at the specified 

index. The count and version are both incremented. If the added lists data 

type is not the same as the list to add to, the system will convert the individual 

elements in the list to fit the receiving list. So it is possible to add the elements 

of a ListOfByte to a ListOfByte, ListOfShort, ListOfInteger, ListOfFloat and 
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ListOfObject. Items added to a ListOfObject will be boxed if they are value 

types. The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 IsReadonly – Indicates if the list can be written. Read only lists are 

generated from literals. 

 Item – Item is an indexer. This means that it can be used to set or get a 

value with an index operation, like “value = lst(10)” or “lst(10) = value”. The 

set is not available on read only lists and the Count is not affected but the 

Version is incremented. 

 LastIndexOf – Searches backwards for the specified value and returns the 

zero-based index of the last occurrence within the range of elements in the 

list that contains the specified number of elements and ends at the specified 

index. The function returns a zero-based index of the last occurrence of value 

within the range of elements in the list that starts at startIndex and contains 

count number of elements, if found; otherwise, -1. 

 Max – Returns the maximum value of all elements in the list. 

 Min – Returns the minimum value of all elements in the list. 

 Remove – Removes the first occurrence of a specific value from the list or 

removes a range of elements from the list. Count and Version are updated. 

The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 Reverse – Reverses the order of the elements in the specified range. Version 

is incremented. The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 Sort – Sorts the elements in the entire list. Version is incremented. The 

method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 Sum – Returns the sum of all elements in the list. 

 

Specific methods for ListOfByte are: 

 Add – The ListOfByte class has an extra overload of Add to add strings to the 

list. The Add(Byte) and Add(String) methods can be used for string builder 

functionality. It is much more efficient to create a ListOfByte, add characters 

(bytes) and strings until the string is built and then create a string from it 

than adding constantly to the same string. Count and Version are increased 

by one. Method not available on read only lists. 

 ToString – Overloads the object version and returns a string. Every byte in 

the list is a character in the string. 

 ExtractBoolean – Extract a Boolean from the list. Same as indexer Item get. 

 ExtractByte – Extract a byte from the list. Same as indexer Item get. 

 ExtractShort – Extract a Short from the list that must be stored as the 

specified endianness. 

 Extract3Bytes – Extract a 3 byte of the list that must be stored with the 

specified endianness. 

 ExtractInteger – Extract an Integer from the list that must be stored with 

the specified endianness. 
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 ExtractDateTime – Extract a DateTime from the list that must be stored 

with the specified endianness.  

 ExtractFloat – Extract a Float from the list that must be stored with the 

specified endianness. 

 AddBoolean – Add a Boolean to the end of the List. The method will throw 

an error if the list is Readonly. 

 AddByte – Add a Byte to the end of the List. Method not available on read 

only lists. 

 AddShort – Add a Short in the specified endian format to the end of the List. 

The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 Add3Bytes – Add 3 bytes of the integer in the specified endian format to the 

end of the List. The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 AddInteger – Add an Integer in the specified endian format to the end of 

the List. The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 AddDateTime – Add a DateTime in the specified endian format to the end of 

the List. The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 

 AddFloat – Add a Float in the specified endian format to the end of the List. 

The method will throw an error if the list is Readonly. 
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6. Scope 

The scope of a variable is the region of code within which a variable is visible. Variable 

scoping helps avoid variable naming conflicts. The concept is intuitive: two functions 

can both have arguments called “x” without the two “x”s referring to the same thing. 

Similarly, there are many other cases where different blocks of code can use the 

same name without referring to the same thing. The rules for when the same variable 

name does or doesn’t refer to the same thing are called scope rules; this section 

spells them out in detail. 

There are three levels of scope: 

 Block Scope, available only within the code block in which it is declared. 

 Procedure scope, available to all code within the procedure in which it is 

declared. 

 Module scope, available to all code within the class or structure in which it is 

declared. 

6.1. Block Scope 

Certain constructs in the language introduce scope blocks, which are regions of code 

that are eligible to be the scope of some set of variables. The scope of a variable 

cannot be an arbitrary set of source lines; instead, it will always line up with one of 

these blocks. The constructs introducing such blocks are: 

 Function …………  End Function 

 Event ……………… End Event 

 Sub ………………… End Sub 

 For …………………  Next 

 If Then …………… [ElseIf] …………     [ElseIf] …………     [Else] …………      EndIf 

 While ……………… End While 

 Do …………………  End Do 

 Case ……………… Case or End Select 

 

When a variable is introduced into a scope, it is also inherited by all inner scopes.  

Most block scope is related to functionality like For…Next, While…EndWhile, etc. but 

Do…EndDo can provide scope when required.  

The description looks complex but during use it acts very naturally as shown this 

chapter SCOPE EXAMPLES. 

6.2. Procedure scope 

An element declared within a procedure is not available outside that procedure where 

a procedure is a Function, Subroutine or Event. Only the procedure that contains the 

declaration can use it. Variables at this level are also known as local variables. You 

declare them with the Dim Statement. 
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6.3. Class scope 

You can declare elements at this level by placing the declaration statement outside 

of any procedure or block, but within the class. 

When you make a declaration at the module level, the access level you choose 

determines the scope.  

 Private variables are available to every procedure in that class and in classes 

that inherit the class, but not to any code in a different class. Private 

procedures can only be used in the class. 

 Readonly variables are available to every procedure in that class and in 

classes that inherit the class, but only read only in a different class. 

 Public variables and procedures are available to all classes. 

 Shared variables and procedures are available to all classes, without the 

need to instantiate the class. 

 Const variables are available to all classes, without the need to instantiate 

the class or structure. 

 

6.4. Scope examples 

 

 

In line 3 a variable is defined but in the same block a variable with the same name 

already exists so this is not allowed. In line 13 a variable is defined but a variable 

with the same name in a parent block already exists so this is not allowed. Variables 

in line 7 and 11 have the same name. This is allowed because they are in different 

blocks and are not a parent.  

 

01 Class MyTest  
02     Private v1 As Integer 
03     Public v1 As Integer  
04     Shared y As Byte 
05     Private Function Test(p1 As String, p2 As String) As Byte 
06         If p1 = "Hello" Then 
07             Dim x As Byte = 4 
08             Return x 
09         End If 
10         If p1 = "bye" Then 
11             Dim x As Integer = 5 
12             Dim z As Integer  
13             Dim y As Integer  
14             Dim test As Float 
15             While x > 0 
16                 y += x + z 
17             End While 
18             Return y.ToByte  
19         End If 
20     End Function 
21 End Class 
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This small piece of code has 5 blocks.  

 Line 1 to 19 is the Class level. Variables are visible in all other blocks. The 

name v1 is already used so an error is indicated in line 3. Class level is 0. 

 Line 5 to 20 is the function block. The code between the Function and End 

Function statement is indented with 4 spaces which indicates level 1. 

 Line 6 to 9 and line 10 to 19 are two if…end if blocks. They are level 2 blocks 

and variables defined in parent blocks are visible. Therefore, the definition of 

“y” in line 12 is incorrect. 

 Line 15 to 17 is a ”While” level 3 block. Variables defined in parent block are 

visible.  

 Another Function, Event or Sub statement (not shown in the example) starts 

with a new level 1. 

 It is not allowed to use a variable name that is the same as the name of the 

function it resides, which results in the error in line 14. 

 

When you declare a variable, you should keep the variable as local as possible. Local 

variables are a good choice for any kind of temporary calculation, for the following 

reasons: 

 Name Conflict Avoidance. Local variable names are not susceptible to 

conflict. For example, you can create several different procedures containing 

a variable called “Temp”. As long as each “Temp” is declared as a local 

variable, each block recognizes only its own version of “Temp”. Any one block 

can alter the value in its local “Temp” without affecting “Temp” variables in 

other procedures. 

 Memory Consumption. Block variables consume memory only while their 

block is running. Their memory is released when the block ends. By contrast, 

variables defined outside a function, sub or event consume memory resources 

until the thread stops running, so use them only when necessary.  
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7. Statements 

7.1. Declaration of variables 

7.1.1 Local variable 

Dim name As datatype [= expression] 

Local variables are defined in the context of a function and are placed on the stack. 

All stack variables occupy one stack position so even types that are smaller than an 

integer, like “Byte” and “Short” take up a full integer. Local variables are always 

initialized with a zero for value types and “Nothing” for reference types. 

7.1.2 Private member variable 

Private name As datatype [= expression] 

When a class is constructed, all member variables are created on the heap and 

initialized with zero for value types and “Nothing” for reference types. Variables that 

are initialized get their value during class construction. Private access is the least 

permissive access level. Private members are accessible only within the body of the 

class in which they are declared.  

7.1.3 Public member variable 

Public name As datatype [= expression] 

When a class is constructed, all member variables are created on the heap and 

initialized with zero for value types and “Nothing” for reference types. Variables that 

are initialized get their value during class construction. Public access is the most 

permissive access level. There are no restrictions to accessing public members. 

7.1.4 Read only member variable 

ReadOnly name As datatype [= expression] 

When a class is constructed, all member variables are created on the heap and 

initialized with zero for value types and “Nothing” for reference types. Variables that 

are initialized get their value during class construction. Readonly members can be 

read and written from the body of the class in which they are declared and can only 

be read from outside of the class. The Readonly keyword is different from the Const 

keyword. A Const field can only be initialized at the declaration of the field. A 

Readonly field can be initialized from inside the class. 

7.1.5 Shared constant variable 

Const name As datatype = literal 

If you have a value that never changes in your application, you can define a named 

constant and use it in place of a literal value. A name is easier to remember than a 

value. Constants are defined at the class level and are available inside and outside 

the class. 

7.1.6 Shared public variable 

Shared name As datatype [= literal] 
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Shared members are shared by all instances of a class. Some programming 

languages refer to such items as static members. Shared members are useful when 

you have information that is part of a class but is not specific to any one instance of 

a class. When you change the value of a shared field and property, you change the 

value associated with the class and all instances of the class.  

On the other hand, changing the value of a non-shared member associated with any 

one instance does not affect the value of that member in other instances of the class. 

In this way, shared members behave like global variables that can be accessed only 

from instances of a class, or with qualification of the class name. 

7.2. Define statement 

7.2.1 Define PinMode 

Define PinMode pinName As pinmode [Alias aliasName] 

 

7.3. Do…EndDo statement 

Do 

    [Statements] 

    [Continue Do] 

    [Statements] 

    [Exit Do] 

    [Statements] 

End Do 

The do statement creates a new block scope. It is possible to exit the block or start 

again. This statement can be used for cases where other languages use the 

while(true) statements or the block statements {} in C.  

 

7.4. Do…While statement 

Do 

    [Statements] 

    [Continue Do] 

    [Statements] 

    [Exit Do] 

    [Statements] 

While condition 

The do…while statement consists of a processing statements and a condition. First, 

the code within the block is executed, and then the condition is evaluated. If the 

condition is true, the code within the block is executed again. This repeats until the 

condition becomes false. Because do…while loops check the condition after the block 

is executed, the control structure is often also known as a post-test loop. The Do-
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While loop is an exit-condition loop, in contrast to the While loop, which tests the 

condition before the code within the block is executed. This means that the code 

must always be executed first and then the expression or test condition is evaluated. 

If it is true, the code executes the body of the loop again. This process is repeated 

as long as the expression evaluates to true. If the expression is false, the loop 

terminates and control transfers to the statement following the do-while loop. In 

other words, whereas a while loop sets the truth of a statement as a condition 

precedent for the code's execution, a do-while loop provides for the action's ongoing 

execution subject to defeasance by the condition's falsity, which falsity (i.e., the 

truth of the condition's negation) is set as a condition subsequently. 

 

7.5. Enum Statement 

Enum identifier As {Byte | Short | Integer} 

Enum member = literal 

[more Enum member definitions] 

End Enum 

If you have a set of unchanging values that are logically related to each other, you 

can define them together in an enumeration. This provides meaningful names for 

the enumeration and its members, which are easier to remember than their values. 

You can then use the enumeration members in many places in your code. 

The benefits of using enumerations include the following: 

 Reduces errors caused by transposing or mistyping numbers. 

 Makes it easy to change values in the future. 

 Makes code easier to read, which means it is less likely that errors will be 

introduced. 

 Ensures forward compatibility. If you use enumerations, your code is less 

likely to fail if in the future someone changes the values corresponding to the 

member names. 

An enumeration has a name, an underlying data type, and a set of members. Each 

member represents a constant. 

Enumerations must be defined at the lowest level outside a class. 

7.6. Event statement 

Event Name ()  

[Priority = literal] 

[RaiseEvent Every IntegerLiteral {Seconds | milliSeconds | microSeconds}]  

    [Statements] 

    [Return] 

    [Statements] 

End Event 
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7.7. If…Then…Else statement 

If condition Then 

    [Statements] 

[ElseIf ElseIfCondition Then 

    [ElseIfStatements]] 

 [Else 

    [ElseStatements]] 

End If 

Conditionally executes a group of statements, depending on the value of an 

expression. When an If...Then...Else statement is encountered, condition is tested. 

If condition is True, the statements following Then are executed. If condition is False, 

each ElseIf statement (if there are any) is evaluated in order. When a True ElseIf 

condition is found, the statements immediately following the associated ElseIf are 

executed. If no ElseIf condition evaluates to True, or if there are no ElseIf 

statements, the statements following Else are executed. After executing the 

statements following Then, ElseIf, or Else, execution continues with the statement 

following End If. 

The ElseIf and Else clauses are both optional. You can have as many ElseIf clauses 

as you want in an If...Then...Else statement, but no ElseIf clause can appear after 

an Else clause. If...Then...Else statements can be nested within each other. 

7.8. For Each statement 

For Each element In {ListOf | String} 

    [Statements] 

    [Continue For] 

    [Statements] 

    [Exit For] 

    [Statements] 

Next 

The “For Each” statement is used to iterate through a list. The embedded statements 

continue to execute for each element in the list. After the iteration has been 

completed for all the elements in the list, control is transferred to the next statement 

following the “For Each” block. The data type of the element is inferred from the 

elements of the list, Byte for a ListOfByte, Object for ListOfObject or Byte for String. 

7.9. For…Next statement 

For counter As {Integer | Float} = startExpr To endExpr [Step stepExpr] 

    [Statements] 

    [Continue For] 

    [Statements] 

    [Exit For] 
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    [Statements] 

Next 

Repeats a group of statements a specified number of times. The counter must be 

defined in the For loop and can be an integer or float.  

When a For...Next loop starts, the system evaluates the start, end, and step 

expressions. The system evaluates these values only at this time and then assigns 

the start to the counter. Before the statement block runs, the system compares 

counter to end. If counter is already larger than the end value (or smaller if step is 

negative), the For loop ends and control passes to the statement that follows the 

Next statement. Otherwise, the statement block runs. 

Each time the Next statement is encountered, it increments counter by step and 

returns to the For statement. Again it compares counter to end, and again it either 

runs the block or exits the loop, depending on the result. This process continues until 

counter passes end or an Exit For statement is encountered. 

The loop doesn't stop until counter has passed end. If counter is equal to end, the 

loop continues. The comparison that determines whether to run the block is counter 

<= end if step is positive and counter >= end if step is negative. 

It is possible to change the value of counter inside the loop but changing the value 

of start, end, or step doesn't affect the iteration values that were determined when 

the loop was first entered. 

7.10. Function statement 

{Private, Public, Shared} Function Name ([parameterlist]) As DataType 

    [Statements] 

    [Return Expression] 

    [Statements] 

End Function 

You can define a Function procedure only at the class level. Function procedures can 

be public, private or shared. Sharing a function makes it available outside the class 

without instantiating the class.  

A Function procedure can declare the data type of the value that the procedure 

returns. You can specify any data type or the name of an enumeration, a structure, 

a class, or an interface.  

You call a Function procedure by using the procedure name, followed by the 

argument list in parentheses, in an expression. You can omit the parentheses only if 

you aren't supplying any arguments. However, your code is more readable if you 

always include the parentheses. 

When the Function procedure returns to the calling code, execution continues with 

the statement that follows the statement that called the procedure. To return a value 

from a function, you can either assign the value to the function name or include it in 

a Return statement. The Return statement simultaneously assigns the return value 

and exits the function. 
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7.11. Select statement 

Select expression 

    [ Case literal 

        [Statements] 

        [Exit Case] 

        [Statements] ] 

    [ Case Else 

        [Statements] 

        [Exit Case] 

        [Statements] ] 

End Select 

The select statement is one of several groups of statements, depending on the value 

of an expression. The expression must evaluate in one of the elementary data types 

(Boolean, Byte, Short, Integer, Float, Date or String).  

The case literal can be of any data type, provided they are implicitly convertible to 

the type of select expression. 

If the expression matches any Case literal clause, the statements following that Case 

statement run up to the next Case, Case Else, or End Select statement. Control then 

passes to the statement following End Select. The Case Else statement is used if no 

match is found between the expression and a case literal clause in any of the other 

Case statements. If no Case literal clause matches expression and there is no Case 

Else statement, control passes to the statement following End Select. 

7.12. Sub statement 

{Private, Public, Shared} Sub Name ([parameterlist])  

You can define a Sub procedure only at the class level. Sub procedures can be public, 

private or shared. Sharing a Sub procedure makes it available outside the class 

without instantiating the class. A Sub procedure cannot return data to its caller.  

You call a Sub procedure by using the procedure name, followed by the argument 

list in parentheses, in an expression. You can omit the parentheses only if you aren't 

supplying any arguments. However, your code is more readable if you always include 

the parentheses. 

When the Sub procedure returns to the calling code, execution continues with the 

statement that follows the statement that called the procedure. The Return 

statement exits the function. 
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7.13. While statement 

While condition 

    [Statements] 

    [Continue While] 

    [Statements] 

    [Exit While] 

    [Statements] 

End While 

Runs a series of statements as long as a given condition is True. The Exit While 

statement can provide another way to exit a While loop. Exit While immediately 

transfers control to the statement that follows the End While statement. 
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8. Expressions 

Expressions consists of operators and operand. In simple term, operands are variable 

and operators do something with the variable. The expression “z = x + y” has 3 

operands, x, y, z and two operators + and = where “=” in this context is the assign 

operator.  

In most cases expressions are much more complex. The following paragraphs discuss 

more complex operands and operators. 

8.1. Operand 

An operand is the object of a mathematical operation, a quantity on which an 

operation is performed. mc‑Script™ supports five types of operand. 

8.1.1 Local Variables 

A local variable is a variable defined in a method, function, event or subroutine, with 

the “Dim” statement. It follows the standard scope rules and is only visible in the 

scope of the method. 

8.1.2 Member Variables 

A member variable is a variable defined in a class or structure with the “Private”, 

“ReadOnly” or “Public” statement. If a variable is “Private” it is visible in the class 

and all classes that inherit from the class. If the variable is “Public” is it visible by all 

classes. 

8.1.3 Shared Variables 

A member variable is a variable defined in a class or structure with the “Shared”, or 

“Const” statement. Shared variables are members of a class or structure that are 

available to every instance, rather than non-shared, where each instance keeps its 

own copy. This is useful, for example, if the value of a variable applies to the entire 

application. If you declare that variable to be Shared, then all instances access the 

same storage location, and if one instance changes the variable's value, all instances 

access the updated value. Because constants cannot change they are implicitly 

shared and are available to the whole application. 

8.1.4 Indexers 

Indexers allow instances of a class or structure to be indexed just like lists and 

arrays. Indexers resemble member variables except that they take parameters. 

mc‑Script™ does support lists and arrays of every type by adding indexers to 

specialized classes and structures. Indexers accommodate the creation of every type 

of array by the developer. See the following example: 
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In this example the developer has defined a FooList class that operates as a list of 

Foo classes. The statements in line 3 to 6 define indexers based on a numeric 

indexer, while the statements in line 8 to 11 define alpha-numeric indexers. The 

numeric indexers can be used like array indexers while the alpha-numeric indexers 

are used to find an item based on the name. The examples in line 17 to 23 define 

the use. Line 17 defines the list, and the lines 17 and 18 are used to add a foo object 

to the list. Lines 20 and 21 are used as alpha numeric indexers and line 22 and 23 

are used as numeric indexers. 

8.1.5 Pins 

While pins are normal variables in expressions, they behave differently because they 

reflect the pin mode and the hardware. If a pin is set as an analog pin, the data type 

will be a short and it will be read only. If a pin is set as a digital pin the data type 

will be Boolean. 

When a pin is in “AnalogInput” mode, the system reads the value based on the 

internal band-gap reference value. The value that it returns in the short is the voltage 

in mVolts.  

See the example below: 

 

02     
03    Public Function Item(index As Integer) As foo 
04    End Function   
05    Public Sub Item(value As foo, index As Integer) 
06    End Sub 
07     
08    Public Function Item(index As String) As foo 
09    End Function   
10    Public Sub Item(value As foo, index As String) 
11    End Sub 
 
 
17    Dim list As FooList = New FooList() 
18    list.Add(New foo("Mike")) 
19    list.Add(New foo("Dan")) 
20    foo1 = list("Mike") 
21    list("Dan") = foo2 
22    f = list(0) 
23    list(0) = f 
24 

01    Define PinMode Pin8 As AnalogInput 
 
13    Public Function GetVoltage() As Short 
14        Dim value As Short 
15        value = Pin8      // Read the pin. This activates the ADC  
16        Return value      // Return value in millivolt 
17    End Function   
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8.2. Operators 

Operators specify the type of operation that you want to perform based on the 

elements of a formula. There is a default order in which calculations occur, but you 

can change this order by using parentheses. 

The ‘Equality’, and ‘InEquality’ operators can be used to compare if reference types 

point to the same (‘Equality’) or different (‘InEquality’) objects. The exception to this 

rule are String type objects. They compare the content of the string. To compare 

two strings, use the function ToObject() function on the string. 

Not all operators can work with all data types. For example, you cannot subtract two 

strings. The class/structure description in the appendix describes which operators 

can be used with which data type.  

The mc‑Script™ operators are: 

 Addition ‘+’ 

 Subtraction ‘-’ 

 Division ‘/’ 

 Multiplication ‘*’ 

 Integer Division ‘\’  

 Modulus ‘%’ (remainder) 

 Unary Negation ‘–’ 

 Unary Addition ‘+’ 

 Value Equality ‘=’ 

 Value InEquality ‘<>’ 

 Value Less Than ‘<’ 

 Value Less Than or Equal ‘<=’ 

 Value Greater Than ‘>’ 

 Value Greater Than or Equal ‘>=’ 

 Class Equality ‘Is’ 

 Logical Or ‘Or’ 

 Logical And ‘And’ 

 Logical Not ‘Not’ 

 Bitwise Or ‘|’ 

 Bitwise And ‘&’ 

 Bitwise Xor ‘^’ 

 Bitwise Not ‘~’ 

 Bitwise Shift Left ‘<<’ 

 Bitwise Shift Right ‘>>’ 
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When several operations occur in an expression, each part is evaluated and resolved 

in a predetermined order called operator precedence. 

 The operators have the order of precedence described in the following section. 

 Operators with equal precedence are evaluated left to right in the order in 

which they appear in the expression. 

 

Operator precedence Order from high to low 

 Functions and Methods 

 Parenthesis “(”,  “)” 

 Unary “-” ,  “+”,  “~”, “Not”, “Is” 

 Multiplicative “/”,  “*”,  “\”,  “%” 

 Additive “+”,  “-” 

 Bitwise shift   “<<”,  “>>” 

 Relational “>=”,  “<=”,  “<”,  “>” 

 Equality “<>”, “=” 

 Bitwise logical “&”, “|”, “^” 

 Logical “And”, “Or” 

 Assignment  “=”, “+=”, “-=”, “*=”, “/=”, “\”, “%=”, “<<=”, “>>=”, “&=”, 

“|=” and “^=” 

Operators are only available to intrinsic classes and they cannot be used for user 

defined classes. 
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9. Events  

The programming paradigm is object oriented but the execution paradigm is event 

driven. This means that the system can only be started by an event. If the event is 

handled the system goes back to sleep. We choose this approach because the power 

consumption must be minimal. This means that the system cannot poll the hardware 

to see if there is information available. Let’s look at an example of how this works in 

practice. 

Let say that we have an application that needs to be activated when the 

accelerometer detects a double tab, which it can do on its own without processor 

intervention. Conventional applications are polling the accelerometer constantly to 

see if it detected a double tab. It is sampling the status of accelerometer as a 

synchronous activity. This consumes a lot of power. An event driven application just 

wakes up when the accelerometer detects the double tab and starts executing the 

part of the application. 

Events can be subdivided in 2 types: 

 Built-in events are events that are initiated by a hardware event, as 

described above. They always have the highest priority. Because built-in 

events are related to the hardware, they are different for every module type. 

See the module documentation for a complete list of built-in events. Most 

common events are: 

o Boot. Raised when the system starts operating. This event has the 

highest priority which cannot be changed  

o Uart0Receive. One or more characters are in the receive queue for 

Uart0. Use the Uart.Read() method to read characters from the 

queue. 

o NewGateway. This event fires when a device comes in reach of a 

new gateway and if a gateway has lost power and connect again. This 

event is a good place to subscribe to topics so the new gateway can 

deliver those topics to the device.  

o PinXRisingEdge. The signal on Pin X has changed from low to high.  

o PinXFallingEdge. The signal on Pin X has changed from high to low.  

o PinXChanged. The signal on Pin X has changed from low to high or 

from high to low.  

o ButtonPressed. The button has been pressed.  

o ButtonReleased. The button has been released.  

o ButtonChanged. The button has been pressed or released.  

o AccelerometerInterruptN. The accelerometer interrupt fired.  

o SubscriptionDelivery. There are one or more deliveries in the 

delivery message queue. You can use the method in 

mcAir.GetDelivery() to read deliveries from the delivery message 

queue.  

 Hardware events are cleared when the event starts running. If the event 

occurs when the current event is still being handled, the hardware event is 

set again, which will restart the event after it is finished. It is a double 
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buffered feature so events are not lost. This is limited to 2 events. If more 

than two events happen during this execution of the event, one will be lost. 

It is possible to control this functionality with the functions 

Thread.ClearHardwareEvent() and Thread.SetHardwareEvent(). This 

functionality makes it very simple to de-bounce a button. In the 

“ButtonPressed” event handler you wait for 100mSec and then execute 

Thread.ClearHardwareEvent(). This means that all the bouncing of the 

button is ignored for 100mSec. 

 Because it is possible to lose events, (as in the previous example), some 

events, like the Uart, queue the data first. The data can then read from the 

queue and be processed. It is important that the user processes all the data 

in the queue before ending the event. 

 Timed events are events that are raised after a specific time. Raising is 

completely automatic and the time can be specified in micro-seconds, milli- 

seconds, seconds, minutes, hours and days. 

 

The event execution paradigm has a number of superior characteristic above 

conventional programming paradigms.  

 Events run in their own thread which are based on priority so there the service 

reliability is very high. 

 The system only runs when required so it will minimize power consumption. 

 Programming is much easier because people think in events and every event 

has its own timing. 

 While the execution paradigm is event driven, the system is completely multi-

threaded. Every event can start a new thread that keeps running in parallel 

with the event. 

 While the execution paradigm is event driven, the system is completely object 

oriented and multi-threaded. The underlying programming paradigm is object 

oriented. 

9.1. Event Thread relation 

Every event runs in its own thread and the priority can be between 0 and 31. Threads 

not related to events have a priority from 32 to 254. When there is nothing to do, 

the processor goes into the idle thread which is 255. The Boot thread has the highest 

priority, which is the fixed priority of 0. 

Priority can be assigned automatically, or can be defined in the event statement 

during the creation of a thread. Automatic priority in events is based on the sequence 

of the event in the code and this is handy for small programs. 

During startup the thread for the event is created on the fly. When an event is fired, 

the thread will start executing the statements. If the code reaches a “Return” or “End 

Event” statement, it will stop running. When the event occurs while the thread is 

running, the system will indicate this and it will run again. This is a form of double 

buffering but only goes 2 deep. The system provides queues for events that contain 

data, like the Uart and deliveries.  
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The Thread object of an event can be found with the shared function. Because every 

individual event can have only one thread the naming of the thread is the same as 

the Event.  
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10. Threads  

A thread is a key component in any mc‑Script™ application. An application consists 

of one or many threads and a thread executes when the scheduler determines that 

the resources required by the thread are available and there are no threads with a 

higher priority ready to run. Threads can be created by events or in code. When a 

thread begins running, the thread has control of all of the system’s resources.  

A thread is always in one of the following states: 

 Created means that the thread is instantiated and memory is allocated for 

the thread. When a thread is in this state and there are no references to the 

thread object, the garbage collector can remove the thread object from 

memory. 

 Ready means that the thread is started and is available for execution by the 

processor, but higher priority threads prevent it from running. All threads in 

this state are in the ready list which is sorted by priority.  

 Running means that the thread is scheduled by the kernel to run. Only one 

thread can run at a time and this is always the thread with the highest priority 

in the ready list.  

 Waiting means that the thread is waiting for a specified time for a resource 

to become available. This resource can be an event, mutex, semaphore, etc. 

If the resource becomes available or the time elapses, the thread state will 

be changed to Ready. 

 Blocked means that the thread is blocked until a specified resource becomes 

available. This resource can be an event, mutex, semaphore, etc. If the 

resource becomes available, the thread state will be changed to Ready. 

 Sleeping means that the thread is waiting for a specified time. If the time 

elapses or the thread is resumed, the thread state will be changed to Ready. 

 Suspended means that thread execution is suspended. The thread can only 

be activated by another thread with the Resume() method. 

 Dead means that the thread ended the ThreadStart function. When a thread 

is in this state and there are no references to the thread object, the garbage 

collector can remove the thread object from memory. 

The system supports the ability of a thread to wait for the occurrence of an event, 

or the availability of a needed resource, before continuing. During normal operation, 

some threads will be ready to execute and some will wait for a specific event to 

occur. The system provides two lists to perform its operations, the ready list and the 

timer list. The ready list is sorted by thread priority, from high to low, and the timer 

list is sorted by time. 

10.1. Multi-Threading 

mc‑Script™ allows the execution of multiple threads in parallel in a single Virtual 

Machine. All threads execute as if they completely own the VM. Multi-threading 

allows you to switch between sections of mc‑Script™ code, giving the appearance 

that the system is doing two or more things at once. In reality, it is doing a little bit 

of each in succession.  
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10.1.1 Preemptive Multi-Threading 

Preemptive multi-threading is a type of multi-threading where the thread can be 

stopped at any time or instruction, and the control is switched to another thread. In 

other words, a thread switch occurs.  

10.1.2 Scheduling 

There are different algorithms that determine which thread to execute, called 

schedulers. All schedulers have one thing in common – they distinguish between 

threads that are ready to be executed (in the READY state) and threads that are 

suspended (in the WAIT state) for any reason (delay, waiting for a message, waiting 

for semaphore, waiting for an event, and so on). The scheduler selects one of the 

threads in the READY state and activates it. The thread which is currently executing 

is referred to as the active thread. The main difference between schedulers is how 

they distribute the computation time between the threads in READY state. The Virtual 

Machine implements priority-controlled scheduling. 

In real-world applications, different threads require different response times. An 

example is an application that measures the temperature, receives information over 

a UART or sends information to another device. The UART requires a faster reaction 

time than the temperature measurement or sending a message to another device. 

This makes preemptive multi-threading a must.  

In priority-controlled scheduling, every thread is assigned a priority. The order of 

execution depends on this priority. The rule is very simple: The scheduler activates 

the thread that has the highest priority of all threads in the READY state. This means 

that every time a thread with a higher priority than the active thread gets ready, it 

immediately becomes the active thread. 

10.1.3 Guaranteed response time 

mc‑Script™ uses a Virtual Machine with managed memory and garbage collection 

which means that it cannot always react in real time to events. The system uses 

queues so it does not miss important events. The Uart0Receive event with the 

method Uart.Read() and the Delivery event with the method Mc-Air.GetDelivery are 

examples of this approach. The message queue can hold 4 messages and the Uart 

queue can hold 256 characters. 

10.1.4 Thread memory 

Memory allocation is completely automatic. A thread needs three stacks, the frame 

stack that keeps track of function calls, a value stack and reference stack for local 

variables, function parameters, temporary calculation values, etc. These stack are 

generated small and grow automatically to larger values. All memory comes from 

the managed heap. 
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10.2. Thread Creation  

Both hardware and timed events create a thread on the fly during initialization. These 

threads are always in memory and cannot be removed from the system. See 9.1 for 

more information. 

10.3. Short delays 

The Delay method is for very short wait-times where the thread just waits in a loop 

or if the thread doesn’t want to yield to other threads. This function does not put the 

processor into sleep mode and consumes much more power than the Sleep method. 

The granularity of the Delay method is 1µS while the Sleep function has a 33µS 

granularity. 
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11. Mc-Air 

Most mc‑Things™ devices have built-in functionality to communicate over the 

mc‑Air™ to a mc‑Gateway™. This enables modules to communicate to other devices 

or to the cloud. mc‑Air™ supports three power modes:  

 Low – is the most common power mode. In this mode the module initiates 

the connection to the mc‑Gateway™. If both the module and gateway don’t 

have any data to exchange the connection is terminated. This mode 

consumes very little power and is ideal for sensors and devices that need to 

indicate that something is happening because it can start the communication 

immediately. Because the gateway cannot make a connection the gateway 

has to wait for the device to connect before it can send something to the 

device. A maximum silent time can be specified to prevent the device from 

not connecting to the gateway. The default is 2 minutes and a value of 0 

means that the device does not connect to the gateway at all . 

 Mid – is the power mode where the connection is initiated by the module 

and the connection between both gateway and device are permanently 

connected to each other. They communicate with each other at regular 

intervals. This can be between 20mSec and 2 seconds so this mode is useful 

when both devices want to initiate the communication, but one or both have 

power consumption restrictions. Only eight devices configured in this mode 

can connect to a gateway.  

 High (V1.0) – is the power mode where both the gateway and the module 

can initiate the connection. This mode consumes more power because the 

device is always listening or sending. It is mostly used if the device has to 

react quickly to something sent by the gateway, like a relay.   

It can take a while before you can connect a device to mc‑Studio™ if that device 

power mode is “Low”. This because the device has to initiate the connection. 

Every device starts up in low power mode with a 2-minute silent time. If other power 

modes are required or mode parameters have to be changed, the developer has to 

specify this in the script. The “Boot” event is the preferred place to do this. 

The functions SetLowPowerMode(), SetMidPowerMode() and SetHighPowerMode() 

specify the mode. This can be changed at run time.  

mc‑Air™ supports a number specific protocols and services like MQTT, Beaconing, 

Sigfox™ and IFTTT but can also communicate with mc‑Studio™ for development, 

testing and debugging.   

11.1. Beaconing 

mc‑Air will always be beaconing to indicate that it is alive. The beacon information 

contains the state of the device, the unique identifier and 4 bytes of user defined 

information. The function SetBeacon() defines how much time there is between the 

beacons and the 4 bytes of beacon information. The beaconing can be disabled by 

specifying a beacon time of 0. 

The beacon information is received by one or more gateways and sent to the MQTT 

broker if there is a specified one. The last beacon is stored by the host and is 

displayed by mc‑Studio™. 
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11.2. MQTT 

For communication between the wireless modules and the cloud, we use a 

Publish/Subscribe mechanism called MQTT. MQTT is made for the internet of things, 

is open and freely available and makes it possible to communicate with our modules 

all over the world. MQTT is a publish/subscribe protocol that provides loose coupling. 

A loosely coupled system is a system where each of the components has little or no 

knowledge of the other components. The fan controller use case explains the 

concept. 

We have a system where a temperature sensing module measures temperature and 

if the temperature is higher than 22.5°C (73°F) a fan, controlled by the fan controller 

module, will start blowing.  

Traditionally we would measure the temperature and if temperature is greater than 

22.5°C we would send a message to the other module to start the fan.  

In a Pub/Sub environment we would publish the temperature with topic name like 

"RoomTemp" once a minute in the temperature sensing module and the fan module 

would subscribe to the topic "RoomTemp" and would receive notifications from the 

publisher. The Fan module compares this with 22.5°C and controls the fan. 

What is the difference? The main thing is that the temperature sensing module does 

not know anything about other modules. There is no coupling between the modules.  

What do we need to do when we extend the use case with a third module that heats 

the room when the temperature goes below 18°C (65°F)? Traditionally we would 

change the temperature sensor module to send a message to the third "heating" 

module. In a Pub/Sub environment we don't have to change the sensor module, we 

just add the heating module and we are done.  

The Publish/Subscribe mechanism fits the wireless infrastructure very well because 

all modules publish to a broker and/or subscribe to a broker and it fits the wireless 

star network model very well.  

The mc‑Gateway™ functions as a broker that manages subscriptions and forwards 

published messages to the devices. If devices are connected to another 

mc‑Gateway™ both gateways need to communicate to MQTT broker. That can be a 

broker in the LAN or in the cloud. Several services are available to handle this. 
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See the Subscribe example below: 

 

 Line 1. The definition of the pin that controls the relay. If Pin0 is high (true) it 

will activate the relay. The alias for Pin0 is Relay to make the program more 

readable. 

 Line 3. The start of the program. Every program is event driven and the Boot 

Event is guaranteed to be he first event that gets called.  

 Line 4. Subscription to the topic "RoomTemp". 

 Line 7. When the program receives a delivery the program continues here.  

 Line 8. The GetDelivery() reads a delivery out the delivery queue. A delivery 

contains the topic and the payload. 

 Line 9. GetDelivery() returns messages for all topics, so here we test to see if it 

is our topic. 

 Line 11. Get the temperature out of the message 

 Line 12. Switch the Relay on (True) when the temperature > 22.5 

 

See the Publish example below: 

 

 Line 2. Define an event that starts every minute 

 Line 3-6. Read the temperature with the internal function TempSensor() and 

publish the topic. The last parameter specifies that the temperature will be 

published to the broker, so it can be received by the rest of the world. 

 

01 Define PinMode Pin0 As DigitalOutput Alias Relay 
02 Class FanController 
03     Shared Event Boot()   
04         Lplan.Subscribe("RoomTemp") 
05     End Event 
06      
07     Shared Event SubscriptionDelivery() 
08         Dim msg As Message = Lplan.GetDelivery() 
09         If msg.Topic= "RoomTemp" Then 
10             Dim payload As ListOfByte = msg.PayLoad 
11             Dim tmp As Float = payload.ExtractFloat(0) 
12             Relay = tmp > 22.5 
13         End If 
14     End Event 
15 End Class 
 

01 Class RoomTemp 
02     Shared Event MeasureTemperature() RaiseEvent Every 60 Seconds 
03         Dim tmp as Float = Device.TempSensor() 
04         Dim payload as ListOfByte = New ListOfByte() 
05         payload.AddFloat(tmp) 
06         Lplan.Publish("RoomTemp", payload)         
07     End Event 
08 End Class 
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11.3. SIGFOX™ (v0.9) 

SIGFOX™ is the only global, operated cellular network dedicated to the Internet of 

Things. The SIGFOX™ network provides a subscription-based connectivity solution 

with the longest battery life, lowest cost and easy integration. Some of our devices 

can directly send information to this network without the gateway. Data can only be 

sent over the SIGFOX™ network. Receiving is not possible. 

11.4. IFTTT 

mc‑Things™ devices can connect to IFTTT which is a service that lets you create 

connections with other IOT platforms. See this link for an introduction to IFTTT. It is 

very simple to send emails, text messages, store data, etc. 

11.4.1 Sending a text 

11.4.2 Sending an Email 

 

11.5.  Logging 

 

 

 

https://ifttt.com/wtf
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12. Hardware peripherals 

mc‑Studio supports a number of hardware peripherals like I2C, SPI, UART, Pins, etc. 

The language has intrinsic objects to support these peripherals. Please check your 

device documentation to see which peripherals are available and if there are any 

limitations. 

12.1. Pins 

Most mc‑Things™ devices have pins that can be controlled by software. Pins can be 

defined with the Define PinMode statement. By default, all pins are defined as 

“NotUsed”. See the appendix for all the modes that are supported by your device. 

If a pin is defined as something else as “Not Used” a variable is created with the pin 

name or its alias. The IDE “knows” the data type and things like “write allowed” and 

“read allowed” and will check if the code complies with the rules. 

12.1.1 Define PinMode  

The define pin mode statement must be specified outside a class and has the 

following syntax. 

Define PinMode PinName As PinMode [Alias aliasName] 

The PinName is Pin0 to PinN where N is the number of pins minus 1. The Alias is 

optional and can be used to give the pin a more descriptive name. The PinMode 

describes what the pin does. Not all pins support all PinModes. See the following 

table for the mcMod110: 

PinMode Pin 
0 

Pin 
1 

Pin 
2 

Pin 
3 

Pin 
4 

Pin 
5 

Pin 
6 

Pin 
7 

Pin 
8 

Pin 
9 

Pin 
10 

NotUsed Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

DigitalInput Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

DigitalInputPullDown Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

DigitalInputPullDownWeak Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y 

DigitalInputPullUp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

DigitalInputPullupWeak Y Y Y Y N N N N Y Y Y 

DigitalOutput Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

AnalogInput Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y N N 

AnalogInputPullDown N N N N N N N Y Y N N 

AnalogInputPullUp N N N N N N N Y Y N N 
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12.2. I2C  

I²C stands for Inter-Integrated Circuit and is a multi-master, multi-slave, single-

ended, serial computer bus invented by Philips Semiconductor (now NXP 

Semiconductors). It is typically used for attaching lower-speed peripheral ICs to 

processors and microcontrollers. mc‑Studio™ supports single master designs where 

the processor is the master. The speed can be 100kHz or 400kHz. Most modules 

have a two I²C devices on board, a temperature sensor and accelerometer.  

The standard pins are Pin9 (SCL) and Pin10 (SDA) 

To use the I²C peripheral, the program needs to specify the device address, speed, 

mode, SCL and SDA pins. Multiple devices/chips, like the temperature sensor and 

accelerometer, can be created on the peripheral by specifying their device addresses. 

The peripheral and the devices are only powered up when used, which minimizes 

power consumption.  

There are read and write functions. Both functions can add an I²C stop command. If 

a stop command is not provided, the peripheral is locked for other operations by 

other threads until the original thread provides a command with a stop command.  

The data that needs to be transferred must be packed into a “ListOfByte”. There are 

a number of methods that make the loading of the list simple. Also endianness is 

supported. 

 

The example above shows the creation of a I2c Class in line 4. Defined are the speed, 

SCL and SDA pins and the device address. This Class, named sensor, is used to setup 

the data structures and does not make a connection to the peripheral itself. The real 

work is done in line 7. With the information from the sensor object the method 

Read(2) reads 2 bytes from the device and gives the stop command when ready. It 

returns a ListOfByte with 2 elements if successful and returns Nothing if not.  

 

 

  

01 Class Temperature 
02     Shared Function GetTemp() As Float 
03         Dim sensor As I2c 
04         sensor = I2c.Create(400000, Pin.SCL, Pin.SDA, 0x48) 
05         Device.EnableTempSensor() 
06         Thread.Sleep(40000) // See page 13 of the datasheet 
07         Dim res As ListOfByte = sensor.Read(2) 
08         Dim temp As Float = Float.NaN  
09         If res <> Nothing Then 
10             Dim part As Float = res(1) >> 4 
11             part = part / 16 
12             temp = res(0).SignExtend() + part 
13         End If 
14         Device.DisableTempSensor() 
15         Return temp 
16     End Function 
17 End Class 
 

Power is only consumed if the device is active. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit
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12.3. SPI  

The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus is a synchronous serial communication 

interface specification used for short distance communication, primarily in embedded 

systems. SPI devices communicate in full duplex mode using a master-slave 

architecture with a single master. The master device, the mc-Module, originates the 

frame for reading and writing. Multiple slave devices are supported through selection 

with individual chip select lines. 

The interface requires 4 logic signals, SCLK the serial clock generated by the module, 

MOSI Master Output Slave Input, MISO Master Input Slave Output and the CS Chip 

Select. CS is also called Slave Select (SS). 

To configure the SPI device, the user has to specify all logic signals, the transmission 

speed and the clock polarity and phase, also called mode. There are 4 modes and 

you should check the datasheet of the chip you want to communicate with to define 

this mode. The Create method creates an object that describes the path to a chip by 

specifying Speed, Mode, SCLK, MOSI, MISO and SC. Multiple chips can be connected 

to a module by combining the SCLK, MISO and MOSI pins. The only chip specific pin 

is the SC. To connect 4 SPI chips, you need to connect the SCLK, MISO and MOSI to 

all chips. As every chip has its own CS, you will use a total of 7 pins. 

The system can handle the following clock speeds: 125000, 250000, 500000, 

1000000, 2000000, 4000000 and 8000000. 

The CS/SS must be defined as digital output and set to one during initialization. The 

Transfer method controls this pin and the user does not have to do anything further. 

The example7 on the next page is based on a user who needed a 16Mbyte flash and 

solved that with 2 chips of 8Mb each. The user made a function that can read from 

either chip, depending on the address. If the address is below 8Mbyte the user reads 

from chip 1 and otherwise from chip 2. The example does not handle situations where 

there is an overlap. 

Two memory chip objects are created in line 9 and 10 and the chip select is set in 

line 11 and 12. The clock speed for both devices is 8MHz and the mode is 0. Chip 1 

uses Pin5 as chip select and chip 2 uses Pin6. 

To read, the user will call the Read method with an address and a size. To read, you 

have to specify the “Read” command, which is 3 (line 16) and the address (line 17). 

The address is 3 bytes long and must be in big endian format, which is accomplished 

with the Endianness argument in the call. To read, the system has to keep sending 

data to keep the clock going. For that reason, we have added the methods 

AddElements to increase the list with the number of bytes we want to read (line18). 

Line 18-22 sets the correct chip. (0x00800000 is 8Mbyte). 

Line 23 transfers the request and it returns the data. The transfer takes full control 

of the CS signal by making it low when the transfer starts and makes it high when it 

is done. 

The first four bytes of the data are meaningless because that was when the command 

and address were sent. We remove this with the GetRange method in line 24.  

 

  

                                                   

7 This is not a complete working program but just an example how to use the SPI functionality. 
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The Write8 function works more or less the same. We use the write command and 

the address in line 30 and 31. Line 32 is different because we add the toWrite 

information to the data. The Transfer is the same as in Read but we are not interested 

in the return information. 
 

 

                                                   

8 This example does not include erasing the page and does not check page boundaries. 

01 // See datasheet at  
02 // http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/20005119G.pdf 
03 Define PinMode Pin5 As DigitalOutput  
04 Define PinMode Pin6 As DigitalOutput  
05 Class ExternalFlash 
06     Shared Mem1 As Spi 
07     Shared Mem2 As Spi 
08     Public Sub New() 
09         Mem1 = Spi.Create(8000000, 0, Pin.Pin0, Pin.Pin1, Pin.Pin3, Pin.Pin5) 
10         Mem2 = Spi.Create(8000000, 0, Pin.Pin0, Pin.Pin1, Pin.Pin3, Pin.Pin6) 
11         Pin5 = True 
12         Pin6 = True 
13     End Sub 
14     Public Function Read(adr As Integer, size As Integer) As ListOfByte 
15         Dim data As ListOfByte = New ListOfByte 
16         data.Add(3) ' Read command 
17         data.Add3Bytes(adr, Endianness.Big) ' Address 
18         data.AddElements(size) 'Size to read 
19         Dim mem As Spi 
20         If adr >= 0x00800000 Then 
21             mem = Mem2 
22         Else 
23             mem = Mem1 
24         End If 
25         data = mem.Transfer(data) 
26         Return data.GetRange(4) 
27     End Function 
28     
29  
30    Public Sub Write(adr As Integer, toWrite As ListOfByte) 
31         Dim data As ListOfByte = New ListOfByte 
32         data.Add(2) ' Write command 
33         data.Add3Bytes(adr, Endianness.Big) ' Address 
34         data.AddRange(toWrite) 'Data to write 
35         Dim mem As Spi 
36         If adr = 0x00800000 Then 
37             mem = Mem1 
38         Else 
39             mem = Mem2 
40         End If 
41         mem.Transfer(data) 
42     End Sub 

Communication between mc-Script and a low 
level serial flash memory chip is very simple. 
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12.4. UART  

UART is the abbreviation for Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter, a 

hardware device that translates data between parallel and serial forms. UARTs are 

commonly used in conjunction with communication standards such as RS-232, 

RS-422 or RS-485. The universal designation indicates that the data format and 

transmission speeds are configurable. The electric signaling levels and methods 

(such as differential signaling etc.) are handled by a driver circuit external to the 

UART. 

The Create method should be used to create a Uart object. The user has to specify 

the baud rate, and the receive and transmit pins. In most case every pin can act as 

Rx or Tx pin. The following baud rates as supported; 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 14400, 

19200, 28800, 38400, 57600, 76800, 115200, 230400, 250000, 460800, 921600 

and 1000000. 

The asynchronous property of a UART and the high baud rate requires a queue 

between the incoming characters and the processing of those characters. This queue 

has space for 255 characters. The Uart0Receive event is fired when there is more 

than one character in the queue. The Read method reads one character from the 

queue. If the queue is empty, the method returns -1. 

There is a Write function to write characters or strings to the UART. Data is first 

written in an output queue and then transmitted. This prevents the program from 

being blocked while the characters are transmitted. The size of this queue is 256 

characters and if the queue is full, the Write method will block the thread until there 

is enough space in the queue. 

 

 

 

The example9 on the next page describes a serial display module connected to the 

UART on Pin0 and Pin1. The baud rate is 9600 and if a key on the display module is 

pressed, it sends a character showing which key is pressed. 

  

                                                   

9 This is not a complete working program but just an example how to use the UART functionality. 

The event based receive handling guarantees the 
lowest power consumption. 
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The example above shows the variable that contains the Uart class in line 2. Line 4 

describes the creation of the Uart class.  

Line 15 is a display method used by the application. The underlying hardware 

requires a 0xff command to a row/column/string and 0xfe if there is only a string. 

The display hardware requires that the string needs to be preceded by its size. See 

line 20 and 24. 

Line 06-14 handle the receive. Receive is interrupt based and the data is read in 

line 07. We use an Integer because the function will return -1 when there is no data 

in the queue. The While loop in line 08 keeps going until all commands are processed. 

At the end of the While loop in line 12, the data is read again to fetch the next 

character for processing or to indicate that there is no more data. 

  

01 Class Display 
02     Shared Disp As Uart 
03     Public Sub New() 
04         Disp = Uart.Create(9600, Pin.Pin0, Pin.Pin1) 
05     End Sub 
06     Shared Event Uart0Receive() 
07         Dim chr As Integer = Disp.Read() 
08         While chr >= 0 
09             // Process Character and do something 
10             // .... 
11             // .... 
12             chr = Disp.Read() 
13         End While 
14     End Event 
15     Public Sub DisplayText(row As Byte, col As Byte, str As String) 
16         If row >= 0 Then 
17             Disp.Write(0xff) 
18             Disp.Write(row) 
19             Disp.Write(col) 
20             Disp.Write(str.Length.ToByte) 
21             Disp.Write(str) 
22         Else 
23             Disp.Write(0xfe) 
24             Disp.Write(str.Length.ToByte) 
25             Disp.Write(str) 
26         End If 
27     End Sub 
26      
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12.5. PWM 

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) refers to the concept of rapidly pulsing a digital signal 

on a pin. Along with many other uses, it can be used to simulate a varying static 

voltage. PWM is commonly used for driving motors, heaters, LEDs or lights in varying 

intensities or speeds. 

The three things that define a PWM signal are the Pin, Period and Duty cycle. The 

pin specifies where the PWM signal is sent to. The Period is the amount of time 

between the rising edges of the signal in µSec and the duty cycle is the time that the 

pulse is active in µSec. So to create a pulse of 1Khz and a duty cycle of 20% the 

user has to specify a 1000 µSec Period and a 200 µSec Duty Cycle. If the duty cycle 

is 0 or negative, the signal is always low and if the duty cycle is equal or larger than 

the period, the signal is always high. 

The PWM class controls the peripheral itself and the PwmPin controls a specific pin 

and the duty cycle. The period of the peripheral can be changed on the fly, which 

changes the period on all connected Pins. The duty cycle of all pins can be changed 

individually. 

 

 

The PWM works in hardware and consumes very 
little power because the CPU will be idle. 
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13. Synchronization Services 

mc‑Script™ provides a range of synchronization services for controlling the 

interactions of threads and avoiding race conditions. These can be roughly divided 

into three categories; locking, signaling, and interlocked operations. 

 Locking – Locks give control of a resource to one thread at a time, or to a 

specified number of threads. A thread that requests an exclusive lock when 

the lock is in use blocks until the lock becomes available. The most common 

class is the Mutex class but also the Semaphore can be used for locking 

purposes. 

 Signaling – The simplest way to wait for a signal from another thread is to 

use the Event Class.  

 Interlock – Interlocked operations can be used to protect simple and short 

atomic operations by preventing thread switching. The Thread class provides 

the methods Lock and Unlock to implement Interlock Operations. 

The categories are not tidy or clearly defined: Some synchronization mechanisms 

have characteristics of multiple categories; events that release a single thread at a 

time are functionally like locks; the release of any lock can be thought of as a signal; 

and interlocked operations can be used to construct locks. However, the categories 

are still useful. 

It is important to remember that thread synchronization is cooperative. If even one 

thread bypasses a synchronization mechanism and accesses the protected resource 

directly, that synchronization mechanism cannot be effective. 

13.1. Thread Locks (v0.9) 

Thread locks are the simplest and fastest form of locking down a resource but also 

the most dangerous one. By executing the static method Lock on the thread the 

system will prevent thread switching. This means that Events are blocked and 

therefore thread locks should be used with care and only be used for a very short 

time. If the developer is in doubt, it is better to use a Mutex. This is more expensive 

to set-up but is much safer because it only blocks a small part of the system. 

13.2. Mutexes (v0.9) 

The mutex is a synchronization class to provide threads access to shared resources. 

Only one thread at a time can own a mutex object, whose name comes from the fact 

that it is useful in coordinating MUTually EXclusive access to a shared resource. For 

example, to prevent two threads from writing to a serial LCD at the same time, each 

thread waits for ownership of a mutex object before executing the code that writes 

to the serial LCD. After writing, the thread releases the mutex object. 

A thread uses the Create method to create a mutex object. The creating thread can 

request immediate ownership of the mutex object and must also specify a name for 

the mutex object. 

Threads can open an existing mutex object by calling the shared method 

OpenExisting with the name of the object. 

Any thread with access to the mutex object can use the Lock function to request 

ownership of the mutex object. If the mutex object is owned by another thread, the 

Lock function blocks the requesting thread until the owning thread releases the 
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mutex object using the Unlock method. If more than one thread is waiting for a 

mutex, the thread with the highest priority is selected. 

After a thread obtains ownership of a mutex, it can specify the same mutex in 

repeated calls to the wait-functions, without blocking its execution. This prevents a 

thread from deadlocking itself while waiting for a mutex that it already owns. The 

thread only has to call the Unlock method once to release ownership of the mutex. 

Mutexes have thread affinity; that is, the mutex can be released only by the thread 

that owns it. 

13.2.1 Priority Inversion 

In scheduling, priority inversion is the scenario where a low priority thread holds a 

shared resource that is required by a high priority thread. This causes the execution 

of the high priority thread to be blocked until the low priority thread has released 

the resource, effectively "inverting" the relative priorities of the two threads. If some 

other medium priority thread attempts to run in the interim, it will take precedence 

over both the low priority thread and the high priority thread. mc‑Script™ 

implements the priority inheritance algorithm to eliminate priority inversions. 

Multiple related locks can be a problem in any design. mc‑Script™ implements the 

priority inheritance algorithm but that does not guarantee that all priority inversion 

and dead-lock problems are solved. 

The best strategy for solving priority inversion is to design the system so that 

inversion can't occur. Although priority inheritance prevents unbounded priority 

inversion, the protocol does not prevent bounded priority inversion. Priority 

inversion, whether bounded or not, is inherently a contradiction. You don't want to 

have a high-priority thread wait for a low-priority thread that holds a shared 

resource.  

13.3. Semaphores (v0.9) 

Conceptually, a semaphore maintains a set of permits. When a permit is acquired, 

the number of permits is decremented if no permit is available. A release of a permit 

adds a permit, potentially releasing a blocking acquirer. If more than one thread is 

waiting on a semaphore, the thread with the highest priority is selected. 

No actual permit objects are used; the semaphore just keeps a count of the number 

available and acts accordingly. 

Semaphores are often used to restrict the number of threads that can access some 

(physical or logical) resource or protect access to a resource that contains multiple 

entities. 

A thread uses the shared method Create to create a semaphore object. The creator 

specifies the initial number of permits and a name for the semaphore object. Threads 

can open an existing semaphore object by specifying its name in a call to 

OpenExisting method. 

13.4. Events (AutoResetEvent and EventSet) (v0.9) 

Event synchronization can be managed by the AutoResetEvent and the EventSet 

class. An individual AutoResetEvent can be signaled and waited on by one or multiple 

threads. Like the name specifies the AutoResetEvent will be reset when a waiting 

thread is activated. 
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A thread uses the Create method to create an AutoResetEvent object. The creating 

thread specifies the initial state, signaled or not signaled and also specifies a name 

for the object. Threads can open an existing Event object by specifying its name in 

a call to the OpenExisting method. 

Threads can use the EventSet objects in a number of situations to notify a waiting 

thread about the occurrence of mix of AutoResetEvents. For example, a thread waits 

for any of 6 conditions when it has to close a valve. 

An EventSet is created by the shared method Create on the EventSet class. 

AutoResetEvent objects need to be added to the EventSet class and if they are 

signaled they are also signaling the EventSet. Threads can wait for one event to 

signal for all events in the set to signal with the methods WaitOne or WaitAll. The 

WaitOne method returns the first Event that readied the waiting thread. Only one 

thread can wait on an EventSet but multiple EventSets can be created with the Clone 

method. 

EventSets manage their own signal state, independent of the underlying Event. So 

if an event is signaled, all EventSets that have the event in their list see that event 

as set. If the underlying Event is reset, the EventSet part of that event will not reset. 

It will reset on a successful WaitOne or WaitAll method. If one of the wait functions 

is initiated, the state of the underlying Events is copied into the EventSet.  
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14. JSON 

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is 

easy for humans to read and write. It is easy for machines to parse and generate. It 

is based on a subset of the JavaScript Programming Language, Standard ECMA-262 

3rd Edition - December 1999. JSON is a text format that is completely language 

independent but uses conventions that are familiar to programmers. These 

properties make JSON an ideal data-interchange language. 

JSON is built on two structures: 

 The Json object itself which is a list of JProperty. 

 The JProperty class which is a name/value pair. The Name is a string and the 

value is a JValue 

 The JValue contains the value. This can be a String, Integer, Float, Boolean, 

Null, ListOfJValue or Json class. The  

 The ListOfJValue class which contains a list of JValue. 

 An ordered list of values. In most languages, this is realized as an array, 

vector, list, or sequence. 

 

These are universal data structures. Virtually all modern programming languages 

support them in one form or another. It makes sense that a data format that is 

interchangeable with programming languages also be based on these structures. 

 

In JSON, they take on these forms: 
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15. Virtual Machine 

The mc‑Things™ Virtual Machine is the cornerstone of the technology responsible for 

its hardware independence, the small size of its compiled code, and it’s provision of 

good debugging and deployment.  

The virtual machine is an abstract computing machine. Like a real computing 

machine, it has an instruction set and manipulates various memory areas at run 

time. It is reasonably common to implement a programming language using a virtual 

machine; Well-known virtual machines are the Java Virtual Machine and the P-Code 

machine of UCSD Pascal. The virtual machine knows nothing about mc‑Script™, it 

only knows the particular binary format.  

15.1. Segments 

The virtual machine memory contains segments in Flash (read only) for generated 

code and in RAM (read/write) for the managed heap. During debugging the code can 

be loaded in RAM. 

15.1.1 Code Segment 

The code segment contains the instructions (the code) to run the program and is 

organized as a large array of 16-bit words. Every entry contains one instruction. It 

also contains event jump addresses, class descriptors and other related information. 

The maximum size of the supported code segment is 226 or about 128 MB, but that 

is more a theoretical than a practical maximum.  

15.1.2 Literals 

Literals have their own memory called the literal pool which is available for all 

threads. The literal pool is organized as an array of 32-bit words. The maximum size 

of the supported pool is 224 integers or about 64Mb, but that is more a theoretical 

than a practical maximum. Structure literals, bytes, integers, etc. are stored inside 

the code. 

15.1.3 Managed Heap 

RAM is allocated for the managed heap. For more information, see Automatic 

Memory Management. The managed heap has a theoretical maximum of 224 bytes 

or about 16MB  

15.2. Threading 

Not all applications require multi-threading but it makes programming much simpler 

because every thread works in its own time and data domain. Multi-threading makes 

it possible to handle higher priority tasks while the program is working on something 

else.  

The system supports full multi-threading based on priorities.  

Every thread that is created has a link to the code segment, string literals and 

managed heap. It creates a frame and two variable stacks, one for value types and 

one for reference types.  
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15.2.1 Frame Stack 

The Frame Stack provides the VM with the current and paste frames. In this context 

a frame method is a Function or Subroutine. The Frame Stack stores information 

about the frame like pointers to the other stacks and return information. The stacks 

are part of the memory management process so their size is automatically extended 

and compressed. Every thread has its own frame stack. 

15.2.2 Execution Stacks 

The Execution Stack is where all value type variables, pointers to reference type 

variables and temporary values of calculations and function parameters are stored. 

The stack is a 32-bit wide stack used to push and pop temporary results and function 

parameters. When the VM starts a new block (see BLOCK SCOPE), it will make space 

on the stack to store all variables for that block. There are two stacks, the value-

type stack and the reference-type stack. This is done to optimize the garbage 

collection process. The compiler has determined which data goes on what stack and 

most of the work is done during compile time instead of run-time. The stacks are 

part of the memory management process, so their size is automatically extended 

and compressed.  

15.3. Limitations 

If the underlying hardware can support it the virtual machine has the following 

limitations: 

 Maximum amount of code is 128MB 

 Maximum amount of literals per thread is 64Mb 

 Maximum code size of one function is 128MB but the branches within the 

functions are limited to 64K instructions  

 Maximum size of a List is 16 million entries 

 Maximum number of local value type variables per method is 256  

 Maximum number of local reference type variables per method is 256  

 Maximum number of members per class is 256 

 Maximum number of shared variables is 256 

 Maximum amount of heap is 16 MB 

 Maximum of 250 Threads. 

In practice the limitations are never reached because the underlying hardware 

cannot support it. 

15.4. Automatic Memory Management 

Automatic memory management is one of the services that the virtual machine 

provides during managed execution. The virtual machine controls the allocation and 

release of memory for the application. For developers, this means that you do not 

have to write code to perform memory management tasks when you develop 

applications. Automatic memory management can eliminate common problems, such 

as forgetting to free memory and causing a memory leak, or attempting to access 

memory that has already been freed. This section describes how the virtual machine 

allocates and releases memory. 
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15.4.1 Allocating Memory 

When the system is started, virtual machine reserves a contiguous region of 

memory, called the managed heap. The managed heap maintains a pointer to the 

address where the next object in the heap will be allocated. Initially, this pointer is 

set to the managed heap's base address. All reference types are allocated on the 

managed heap. When an application creates the first reference type, memory is 

allocated for the type at the base address of the managed heap. When the application 

creates the next object, the virtual machine allocates memory for it in the address 

space immediately following the first object. As long as address space is available, it 

continues to allocate space for new objects in this manner. Allocating memory from 

the managed heap is faster than unmanaged memory allocation. Because the 

managed heap allocates memory for an object by adding a value to a pointer, it is 

almost as fast as allocating memory from the stack. In addition, because new objects 

that are allocated consecutively are stored contiguously in the managed heap, an 

application can access the objects very quickly. 

15.4.2 Releasing Memory 

Memory is released by the garbage collector. The garbage collector collects only 

when it is running out of memory or to minimize power consumption because it can 

switch off RAM banks to save power. This method is preferable for low-power 

applications. When the garbage collector performs a collection, it releases the 

memory that is no longer being used by the application. It determines which objects 

are no longer being used by examining the list of application's threads. An 

application's thread includes global and static pointers, local variables and reference 

parameters on a thread's stack. Using this list, it will flag all memory blocks that are 

in use. During a collection, the garbage collector examines the managed heap, 

looking for the blocks of address space occupied by unused memory. As it discovers 

each unused memory block, it uses a memory-copying function to compact the used 

memory blocks, freeing up the memory blocks of unused blocks. Once the memory 

for the used memory blocks has been compacted, the garbage collector makes the 

necessary pointer corrections so that the application's references point to the objects 

in their new locations. It also positions the managed heap's pointer after the last 

used memory block.  

Critical real-time events cannot be serviced during garbage collection because the 

entire runtime is suspended. For this reason, all time critical functions are handled 

outside the runtime in queues. 
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16. Method format 

16.1. Object Class  

Public Sub      New() 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Public Function Cast(class As Class) As Object 
Public Function Clone(class As Class) As Object 
Public Function TryCast(classType As Class, ByRef result As Object) as Boolean 
Shared Operator Is(x As Object, y As ClassType) As Boolean 
Shared Operator =(x As Object, y As Object) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As Object, y As Object) As Boolean 
 

 

16.2. Boolean Structure Inherits Object 

Public Function ToString() As String 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As String, ByRef result As Boolean) as Boolean 
Shared Operator =(x As Boolean, y As Boolean) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As Boolean, y As Boolean) As Boolean 
Shared Operator and(x As Boolean, y As Boolean) As Boolean 
Shared Operator or(x As Boolean, y As Boolean) As Boolean 
Shared Operator not(x As Boolean) As Boolean 
Const           MinValue = False 
Const           MaxValue = True 
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16.3. Byte Structure Inherits Object 

Public Function SignExtend() As Integer 
Public Function ToByte() As Byte 
Public Function ToShort() As Short 
Public Function ToInteger() As Integer 
Public Function ToFloat() As Float 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Public Function ToString(format As String) As String 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As Short, ByRef result As Byte) as Boolean 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As Integer, ByRef result As Byte) as Boolean 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As Float, ByRef result As Byte) as Boolean 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As String, ByRef result As Byte) as Boolean 
Shared Function Max(x As Byte, y As Byte) as Byte 
Shared Function Min(x As Byte, y As Byte) as Byte 
Shared Operator +(x As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator *(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator /(x As Byte, y As Byte) As float 
Shared Operator \(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator %(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator +(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator -(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator <<(x As Byte, y As Integer) As Byte 
Shared Operator >>(x As Byte, y As Integer) As Byte 
Shared Operator =(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >=(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <=(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Boolean 
Shared Operator &(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator |(x As Byte, y As Byte) As Byte 
Shared Operator ~(x As Byte) As Byte 
Const           MinValue As Byte = 0 
Const           MaxValue As Byte = 255 
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16.4. Short Structure Inherits Object 

Public Function ZeroExtend() As Integer 
Public Function ToByte() As Byte 
Public Function ToShort() As Short 
Public Function ToInteger() As Integer 
Public Function ToString(format As String) As String 
Public Function ToFloat() As Float 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As Integer, ByRef result As Short) as Boolean 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As Float, ByRef result As Short) as Boolean 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As String, ByRef result As Short) as Boolean 
Public Function Abs() As Short 
Shared Function Max(x As Short, y As Short) as Short 
Shared Function Min(x As Short, y As Short) as Short 
Shared Operator -(x As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator +(x As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator *(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator /(x As Short, y As Short) As float 
Shared Operator \(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator %(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator +(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator -(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator <<(x As Short, y As Integer) As Short 
Shared Operator >>(x As Short, y As Integer) As Short 
Shared Operator =(x As Short, y As Short) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As Short, y As Short) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >(x As Short, y As Short) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >=(x As Short, y As Short) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <(x As Short, y As Short) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <=(x As Short, y As Short) As Boolean 
Shared Operator &(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator |(x As Short, y As Short) As Short 
Shared Operator ~(x As Short) As Short 
Const           MinValue As Short = -32,768 
Const           MaxValue As Short = 32,767 
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16.5. Integer Structure Inherits Object 

Public Function ToByte() As Byte 
Public Function ToShort() As Short 
Public Function ToInteger() As Integer 
Public Function ToFloat() As Float 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Public Function ToString(format As String) As String 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As Float, ByRef result As Integer) as Boolean 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As String, ByRef result As Integer) as Boolean 
Public Function Abs() As Integer 
Shared Function Max(x As Integer, y As Integer) as Integer 
Shared Function Min(x As Integer, y As Integer) as Integer 
Shared Operator -(x As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator +(x As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator *(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator /(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator \(x As Integer, y As Integer) As float 
Shared Operator %(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator +(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator -(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator <<(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator >>(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator =(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >=(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <=(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Boolean 
Shared Operator &(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator |(x As Integer, y As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Operator ~(x As Integer) As Integer 
Const           MinValue As Integer = -2,147,483,648 
Const           MaxValue As Integer = 2,147,483,647 
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16.6. Float Structure Inherits Object 

Public Function ToByte() As Byte 
Public Function ToShort() As Short 
Public Function ToInteger() As Integer 
Public Function ToFloat() As Float 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Public Function ToString(format As String) As String 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As String, ByRef result As Float) as Boolean 
Public Function IsNaN() as Boolean 
Public Function IsNegativeInfinity() as Boolean 
Public Function IsPositiveInfinity() as Boolean 
Public Function Abs() As Float 
Shared Function Max(x As Float, y As Float) as Float 
Shared Function Min(x As Float, y As Float) as Float 
Public Function ACos() As Float 
Public Function ASin() As Float 
Public Function ATan() As Float 
Public Function Cos() As Float 
Public Function Sin() As Float 
Public Function Tan() As Float 
Public Function Ceil() As Float 
Public Function Exp() As Float 
Public Function Floor() As Float 
Public Function Log() As Float 
Public Function Log10() As Float 
Public Function Pow(toThePower As Float) As Float 
Public Function Sqrt() As Float 
Shared Operator -(x As Float) As Float 
Shared Operator +(x As Float) As Float 
Shared Operator *(x As Float, y As Float) As Integer 
Shared Operator /(x As Float, y As Float) As Integer 
Shared Operator +(x As Float, y As Float) As Integer 
Shared Operator -(x As Float, y As Float) As Integer 
Shared Operator =(x As Float, y As Float) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As Float, y As Float) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >(x As Float, y As Float) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >=(x As Float, y As Float) As Boolean 
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Shared Operator <(x As Float, y As Float) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <=(x As Float, y As Float) As Boolean 
Const           MinValue As Float         = -3.402823E38 
Const           MaxValue As Float         = 3.402823E38 
Const           NaN As Float              = The value type does not contain a valid number. 
Const           NegativeInfinity As Float = The value type contains a number smaller then -3.402823E38. 
Const           PositiveInfinity As Float = The value type contains a number larger then 3.402823E38 
Const           Pi As Float               = 3.141593 
Const           Epsilon As Float          = 1.401290E-45 
Const           E As Float                = 2.718282E+00 
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16.7. DateTime Structure Inherits Object 

Shared Function Create(year As Short, month As Byte, day As Byte, hour As Byte, min As Byte, sec As Byte) As DateTime 
Shared Function Create(year As Short, month As Byte, day As Byte) As DateTime 
Public Function ToInteger() As Integer 
Public Function ToString(format As String) As String 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Shared Function TryConvert(str As String, ByRef result As DateTime) As DateTime 
Public Function Year() As Short 
Public Function Month() As Byte 
Public Function Day() As Byte 
Public Function Hour() As Byte 
Public Function Minute() As Byte 
Public Function Second() As Byte 
Public Function DayOfWeek() As DayOfWeek 
Shared Function Now() As DateTime 
Public Function AddSeconds(seconds As Integer) As DateTime 
Public Function AddMinutes(minutes As Integer) As DateTime 
Public Function AddHours(hours As Integer) As DateTime 
Public Function AddDays(days As Integer) As DateTime 
Shared Operator =(x As DateTime, y As DateTime) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(x As DateTime, y As DateTime) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >(x As DateTime, y As DateTime) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >=(x As DateTime, y As DateTime) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <(x As DateTime, y As DateTime) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <=(x As DateTime, y As DateTime) As Boolean 
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16.8. String Class Inherits Object 

Shared Function Compare(strA As String, strB As String) As Integer 
Shared Function Compare(strA As String, strB As String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function Contains(str As String) As Boolean 
Public Function Contains(str As String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Boolean 
Public Function Copy() As String 
Public Function EndsWith(str As String) As Boolean 
Public Function EndsWith(str As String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Boolean 
Public Function ToInteger(Hex As String) as Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(str As String, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(str As String, startIndex As Integer, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(char As Byte, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Byte 
Public Function Length() As Integer 
Public Function Replace(strA As String, strB As String) As String 
Public Function Replace(chrA As Byte, chrB As Byte) As String 
Public Function StartsWith(str As String) As Boolean 
Public Function StartsWith(str As String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Boolean 
Public Function SubString(startIndex As Integer) As String 
Public Function SubString(startIndex As Integer, length As Integer) As String 
Public Function ToListOfByte() As ListOfByte 
Public Function ToListOfByte(nbrOfCharacters As Integer) As ListOfByte 
Public Function ToLower() As String 
Public Function ToUpper() As String 
Public Function Trim() As String 
Public Function TrimLeft() As String 
Public Function TrimRight() As String 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Public Function ToObject() As Object 
Shared Operator =(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <=(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator >=(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator <>(strA As String, strB As String) As Boolean 
Shared Operator +(strA As String, strB As String) As String  
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16.9. ListOfObject Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As Object) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfObject) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfObject, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfObject, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfBoolean) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfFloat) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfDateTime) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfString) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfString, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfString, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function Capacity() As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfObject 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfObject 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Object) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Object, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Object, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As Object) 
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Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfObject) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfObject, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfObject, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfBoolean) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfFloat) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfDateTime) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfString) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfString, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfString, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Object 
Public Sub      Item(value as Object, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Object) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Object, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Object, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      Remove(value as Object) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
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16.10. ListOfBoolean Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As Boolean) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As Boolean) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfBoolean) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As Boolean) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfBoolean 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfBoolean 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Boolean, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Boolean, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As Boolean) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfBoolean) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfBoolean, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Boolean 
Public Sub      Item(value as Boolean, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Boolean, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Boolean, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      Remove(value as Boolean) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
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16.11. ListOfByte Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As Byte) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As Byte) 
Public Sub      AddBoolean(value As Boolean)  
Public Sub      AddByte(value As Byte)  
Public Sub      AddShort(value As Short)  
Public Sub      AddShort(value As Short, endianness As Endianness)  
Public Sub      Add3Bytes(value As Integer)  
Public Sub      Add3Bytes(value As Integer, endianness As Endianness)  
Public Sub      AddInteger(value As Integer)  
Public Sub      AddInteger(value As Integer, endianness As Endianness)  
Public Sub      AddDateTime(value As DateTime) As Integer 
Public Sub      AddDateTime(value As DateTime, endianness As Endianness)  
Public Sub      AddFloat(value As Float) As Integer 
Public Sub      AddFloat(value As Float, endianness As Endianness)  
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function Average() As Float 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As Byte) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfByte 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfByte 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Byte) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Byte, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Byte, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As Byte) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Byte 
Public Sub      Item(value as Byte, index As Integer) 
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Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Byte) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Byte, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Byte, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Max() As Byte 
Public Function Min() As Byte 
Public Sub      Remove(value as Byte) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
Public Function Sum() As Integer 
Public Function ToString() As String 
Public Function ExtractBoolean(ByRef index As Integer) As Boolean 
Public Function ExtractByte(ByRef index As Integer) As Byte 
Public Function ExtractShort(ByRef index As Integer) As Short 
Public Function ExtractShort(ByRef index As Integer, endianness As Endianness) As Short 
Public Function Extract3Bytes(ByRef index As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Extract3Bytes(ByRef index As Integer, endianness As Endianness) As Integer 
Public Function ExtractInteger(ByRef index As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function ExtractInteger(ByRef index As Integer, endianness As Endianness) As Integer 
Public Function ExtractDateTime(ByRef index As Integer) As DateTime 
Public Function ExtractDateTime(ByRef index As Integer, endianness As Endianness) As DateTime 
Public Function ExtractFloat(ByRef index As Integer) As Float 
Public Function ExtractFloat(ByRef index As Integer, endianness As Endianness) As Float 
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16.12. ListOfShort Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As Short) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As Short) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function Average() As Float 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As Short) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfShort 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfShort 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Short) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Short, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Short, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As Short) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Short 
Public Sub      Item(value as Short, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Short) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Short, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Short, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Max() As Short 
Public Function Min() As Short 
Public Sub      Remove(value as Short) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
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Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
Public Function Sum() As Integer 
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16.13. ListOfInteger Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As Integer)  
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function Average() As Float 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfInteger 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfInteger 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Integer, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Integer, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      Item(value as Integer, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Integer) As Integer 
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Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Integer, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Integer, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Max() As Integer 
Public Function Min() As Integer 
Public Sub      Remove(value as Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
Public Function Sum() As Integer 
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16.14. ListOfFloat Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As Float) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As Float) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfFloat) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function Average() As Float 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As Float) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfFloat 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfFloat 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Float) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Float, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as Float, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As Float) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfByte, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfShort, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfInteger, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfFloat) 
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Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfFloat, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As Float 
Public Sub      Item(value as Float, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Float) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Float, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as Float, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Max() As Float 
Public Function Min() As Float 
Public Sub      Remove(value as Float) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
Public Function Sum() As Float 
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16.15. ListOfDateTime Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As DateTime) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As DateTime) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfDateTime) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As DateTime) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfDateTime 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfDateTime 
Public Function IndexOf(value as DateTime) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as DateTime, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as DateTime, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As DateTime) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfDateTime) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfDateTime, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As DateTime 
Public Sub      Item(value as DateTime, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as DateTime) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as DateTime, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as DateTime, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function Max() As DateTime 
Public Function Min() As DateTime 
Public Sub      Remove(value as DateTime) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
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16.16. ListOfString Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As String)  
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfString) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfString, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfString, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As String) As Integer 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function Capacity() As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfString 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfString 
Public Function IndexOf(value as String) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as String, ignoreCase As Boolean, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as String, ignoreCase As Boolean, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As String) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfString) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfString, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfString, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As String 
Public Sub      Item(value as String, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as String) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as String, ignoreCase As Boolean) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as String, ignoreCase As Boolean, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as String, ignoreCase As Boolean, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As 
Integer 
Public Function Max() As String 
Public Function Max(ignoreCase As Boolean) As String 
Public Function Min() As String 
Public Function Min(ignoreCase As Boolean) As String 
Public Sub      Remove(value as String) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
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Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Sort() 
Public Sub      Sort(ignoreCase As Boolean) 
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16.17. Json Class Inherits Object  

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As JProperty)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As Boolean)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As Integer)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As Float)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As DateTime)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As String)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As ListOfJValue)  
Public Sub      Add(name As String, value As Json)  
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As Json 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As JProperty) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As JProperty 
Public Sub      Item(value as JProperty, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 

16.18. JProperty Class Inherits Object  

Public Sub      New(name As String, value As JValue) 
Public Function Name() As String 
Public Function Value() As JValue 
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16.19. JValue Class Inherits Object  

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      New(value As Boolean) 
Public Sub      New(value As Integer) 
Public Sub      New(value As Float) 
Public Sub      New(value As DateTime) 
Public Sub      New(value As String) 
Public Sub      New(value As ListOfJValue) 
Public Sub      New(value As Json) 
Public Function GetType() As JValueType 
Public Function GetBoolean() As Boolean 
Public Function GetInteger() As Integer 
Public Function GetFloat() As Float 
Public Function GetDateTime() As DateTime 
Public Function GetString() As String 
Public Function GetListOfJValue() As ListOfJValue 
Public Function GetJson() As Json 

 

16.20. JValueType Enum Inherits Object 

Enum JValueType As Byte 
    Null = 54 
    Boolean = 1 
    Integer = 4 
    Float = 6 
    DateTime = 8 
    String = 9 
    ListOfJValue = 37 
    Json = 34 
End Enum   
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16.21. ListOfJValue Class Inherits Object  

Public Sub      New() 
Public Sub      Add(value As JValue) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddElements(count As Integer, value As JValue) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfJValue) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfJValue, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      AddRange(list As ListOfJValue, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function BinarySearch(value As JValue) As Integer 
Public Sub      Clear() 
Public Function Clone() As ListOfJValue 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function GetRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) As ListOfJValue 
Public Function IndexOf(value as JValue) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as JValue, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function IndexOf(value as JValue, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      InsertAt(index As Integer, value As JValue) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfJValue) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfJValue, index As Integer) 
Public Sub      InsertRange(index As Integer, list As ListOfJValue, index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Function IsReadonly() As Boolean 
Public Function Item(index As Integer) As JValue 
Public Sub      Item(value as JValue, index As Integer) 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as JValue) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as JValue, startIndex As Integer) As Integer 
Public Function LastIndexOf(value as JValue, startIndex As Integer, count As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      Remove(value as JValue) 
Public Sub      RemoveAt(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      RemoveRange(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse() 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer) 
Public Sub      Reverse(index As Integer, count As Integer) 
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16.22. Thread Class Inherits Object  

Shared Sub      Delay(microSeconds As Byte) 
Shared Function Sleep(microSeconds As Integer) As Integer 
Shared Sub      ClearHardwareEvent() 
Shared Sub      SetHardwareEvent() 
 
 

16.23. Thread Class Inherits Object (v0.9) 

Public Function New(method As ThreadStart, priority As Integer) 
Shared Function Current() As Thread 
Shared Sub      Delay(microSeconds As Byte) 
Shared Function EventThread(priority As Integer) As Thread 
Public Function Priority() As Byte 
Public Sub      Lock() 
Public Sub      Resume() 
Public Sub      Resume(reason As Integer) 
Shared Function Sleep(microSeconds As Integer) As Integer 
Public Sub      Start(param As Object) 
Shared Function Suspend() As Integer 
Public Sub      Unlock() 
 
 

16.24. Mutex Class Inherits Object (v0.9) 

Shared Function Create(name As String) As Mutex 
Shared Function Create(name As String, initialState As Boolean) As Mutex 
Shared Function OpenExisting(name As String) As Mutex 
Public Function IsLocked() As Boolean 
Public Sub      Lock() 
Public Function Lock(microSeconds As Integer) As Boolean 
Public Function Name() As String 
Public Sub      UnLock() 
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16.25. Semphore Class Inherits Object (v0.9) 

Shared Function Create(name As String) As Semaphore 
Shared Function Create(name As String, initialCount As Integer) As Semaphore 
Shared Function OpenExisting(name As String) As Semaphore 
Public Function Acquire() As Boolean 
Public Function Acquire(microSeconds As Integer) As Boolean 
Public Sub      Release() 
Public Function Count() As Integer 
Public Function Name() As String 

16.26. AutoResetEvent Class Inherits Object (v0.9) 

Shared Function Create(name As String) As Event 
Shared Function Create(name As String, initialState As Boolean) As Event 
Shared Function OpenExisting (name As String) As Event 
Public Function Name() As String 
Public Sub      Reset() 
Public Sub      Set() 
Public Function Wait() As Boolean 
Public Function Wait(microSeconds As Integer) As Boolean 

16.27. EventSet Class Inherits Object (v0.9) 

Shared Function Create() As EventSet 
Public Sub      Add(event As Event) 
Public Function EventList() As ListOfObject 
Public Sub      WaitAll() 
Public Function WaitAll(microSeconds As Integer) As Boolean 
Public Function WaitOne() As Event 
Public Function WaitOne(microSeconds As Integer) As Event 
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16.28. Message Class Inherits Object 

Shared Sub      New(topic As String, payload As ListOfByte) 
Public Function Topic() As String 
Public Function Payload() As ListOfByte 

16.29. Debug Structure Inherits Object 

Shared Sub      Breakpoint() 
Shared Sub      Assert(condition As Boolean) 
Shared Sub      Assert(condition As Boolean, text As String) 
Shared Sub      Write(text As String) 

16.30. DayOfWeek Enum Inherits Object 

Enum DayOfWeek As Byte 
    Monday = 0 
    Tuesday = 1 
    Wednessday = 2 
    Thursday = 3 
    Friday = 4 
    Saturday = 5 
    Sunday = 6 
End Enum 

16.31. QoS Enum Inherits Object 

Enum QoS As Byte 
    AtMostOnce = 0 
    AtLeastOnce = 1 
    ExactlyOnce = 2 
End Enum 

16.32. Endianness Enum Inherits Object 

Enum QoS As Byte 
     Little = 0 
     Big = 1 
End Enum 
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16.33. Error Structure Inherits Object 

Shared Sub      ThrowApplicationException(errData As Integer) 
Shared Readonly Number As Integer 
Shared Readonly Data As Integer  
Shared Readonly ProgramCounter As Integer  
Const           Application As Integer = 0 
Const           SystemException As Integer = 1 
Const           ArgumentOutOfRange As Integer = 2 
Const           IndexOutOfRange As Integer = 3 
Const           NothingReference As Integer = 4 
Const           Arithmetic As Integer = 5 
Const           InvalidCast As Integer = 6 
Const           FpStackOverflow As Integer = 7 
Const           ValStackOverflow As Integer = 8 
Const           RefStackOverflow As Integer = 9 
Const           NotValidInteger As Integer = 10 
Const           NotValidFloat As Integer = 11 
Const           NotYetImplemented As Integer = 12 
Const           Overflow As Integer = 13 
Const           NotTrueOrFalse As Integer = 14 
Const           SpiLocked As Integer = 15 
Const           SpiNoUnitsAvailable As Integer = 16 
Const           SpiInvalidPin As Integer = 17 
Const           SpiInvalidSpiClass As Integer = 18 
Const           SpiInvalidMisoPin As Integer = 19 
Const           SpiInvalidMosiPin As Integer = 20 
Const           SpiInvalidClkPin As Integer = 21 
Const           SpiInvalidCsPin As Integer = 22 
Const           SpiInvalidMode As Integer = 23 
Const           SpiInvalidSpeed As Integer = 24 
Const           InvalidArgument As Integer = 25 
Const           ArgumentsToLong As Integer = 26 
Const           DebugMessageToLong As Integer = 27 
Const           I2cNoUnitsAvailable As Integer = 28 
Const           I2cInvalidPin As Integer = 29 
Const           I2cInvalidI2cClass As Integer = 30 
Const           I2cInvalidSclPin As Integer = 31 
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Const           I2cInvalidSdaPin As Integer = 32 
Const           I2cInvalidSpeed As Integer = 33 
Const           I2cInvalidAddress As Integer = 34 
Const           I2cInvalidClass As Integer = 35 
Const           I2cDeviceClosed As Integer = 36 
Const           I2cLocked As Integer = 37 
Const           DivideByZero As Integer = 38 
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16.34. Device Structure Inherits Object 

Shared Function BatteryVoltage() As Short 
Shared Function GarbageCollection() As Integer 
Shared Function MemoryAvailable() As Integer 
Shared Sub      OpampEnable(enable As Boolean) 
Shared Function TempDie() As Float 
Shared Sub      TempSensorEnable(enable As Boolean) 
Shared Function Uid() As Integer 
Shared Function Uptime() As Integer 
Shared Function GetTimeSpan() As Integer 

 

16.35. Mc-Air Structure Inherits Object 

Shared Function GetDelivery() As Message 
Shared Sub      IFTTT(key As String, event  As String) 
Shared Sub      IFTTT(key As String, event  As String, arg1 As String) 
Shared Sub      IFTTT(key As String, event  As String, arg1 As String, arg2 As String) 
Shared Sub      IFTTT(key As String, event  As String, arg1 As String, arg2 As String, arg3 As String) 
Shared Sub      Log(Type As Byte, v1 As String, v2 As String, v3 As String, v4 As String) 
Shared Function Publish(topic As String, payload As ListOfByte) As Boolean 
Shared Function Publish(topic As String, payload As ListOfByte, qoS As QoS) As Boolean 
Shared Function Publish(topic As String, payload As ListOfByte, qoS As QoS, retain As Boolean) As Boolean 
Shared Sub      SendBeacon(data As ListOfByte) 
Shared Sub      SetBeacon(time As Integer, data As ListOfByte) 
Shared Sub      SetBeaconData(data As ListOfByte) 
Shared Sub      SetBeaconTime(time As Integer) 
Shared Sub      BeaconNow() 
Shared Sub      SetLowPowerMode(maxSlilentTimeInSeconds As Integer) 
Shared Sub      SetMidPowerMode(intervalInMilliSeconds As Integer) 
Shared Function Subscribe(topic As String) As Boolean 
Shared Function Subscribe(topic As String, qoS As QoS) As Boolean 
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16.36. Mc-Air Structure Inherits Object (V0.9) 

Shared Sub      Sigfox(data As ListOfByte) 
Shared Sub      SetHighPowerMode()  
 

16.37. I2c Class Inherits Object 

Shared Function Create(speed As Integer, scl As Pin, sda As Pin, deviceAddress As Byte) As I2c 
Public Function Speed() As Integer 
Public Function SCL() As Pin 
Public Function SDA() As Pin 
Public Function DeviceAddress() As Byte 
Public Function Read(size As Integer) As ListOfByte 
Public Function Read(size As Integer, addStopBit As Boolean) As ListOfByte 
Public Function Write(buf As ListOfByte) As Boolean 
Public Function Write(buf As ListOfByte, addStopBit As Boolean) As Boolean 
Const           MMA8652 As Byte = 0x1D 
Const           TMP102 As Byte = 0x48 

 

16.38. Spi Class Inherits Object 

Shared Function Create(speed As Integer, mode As Integer, clk As Pin, miso As Pin, mosi As Pin, cs As Pin) As SPI 
Public Function Transfer(buf As ListOfByte) As ListOfByte 
Public Function Speed() As Integer 
Public Function Mode() As Byte 
Public Function CLK() As Pin 
Public Function CS() As Pin 
Public Function MISO() As Pin 
Public Function MOSI() As Pin 
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16.39. Uart Class Inherits Object 

Public Sub      Close() 
Public Sub      Create(baudRate As Integer, tx As Pin, rx As Pin) 
Public Function Read() As Integer 
Public Function Write(char As Byte) As Boolean 
Public Function Write(str As String) As Boolean 
Public Function BaudRate()As Integer 
 

 

16.40. Flash Class Inherits Object (v0.8) 

Shared Sub      EreasePage(pageNbr As Integer) 
Shared Function Read(pageNbr As Integer, pos As Integer, size As Integer) As ListOfByte 
Shared Sub      Write(pageNbr As Integer, pos As Integer, payload As ListOfByte) 
Shared Function PageSize() As Integer 

 

16.41. Pwm Class Inherits Object 

Shared Function Create(period As Integer) As Pwm 
Public Function SetDutyCycle(pin As Pin, dutyCycle As Integer) As Boolean 
Public Sub      SetPeriod(period As Integer) 
Public Sub      Start() 
Public Sub      Stop() 
Public Function Period() As Integer  
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16.42. Pin Structure Inherits Object 

Const           Pin0 As Pin       = 0 
Const           Pin1 As Pin       = 1 
Const           Pin2 As Pin       = 2 
Const           Pin3 As Pin       = 3 
Const           Pin4 As Pin       = 4 
Const           Pin5 As Pin       = 5 
Const           Pin6 As Pin       = 6 
Const           Pin7 As Pin       = 7 
Const           Pin8 As Pin       = 8 
Const           Pin9 As Pin       = 9 
Const           Pin10 As Pin      = 10 
Const           LedRed As Pin     = 11 
Const           LedGreen As Pin   = 12 
Const           Button As Pin     = 13 
Const           ReedSwitch As Pin = 14 

 

 

16.43. Define PinMode 

Define   PinMode Pin0 as DigitalOutPut Alias Relay2  
Define   PinMode Pin0 as DigitalInput 
Define   PinMode Pin0 as DigitalInputPullDown 
Define   PinMode Pin0 as DigitalInputPullDownWeak 
Define   PinMode Pin0 as DigitalInputPullUp 
Define   PinMode Pin0 as DigitalInputPullupWeak 
Define   PinMode Pin0 as PwmOutput 
Define   PinMode Pin7 as AnalogInput 
Define   PinMode Pin7 as AnalogInputPullDown 
Define   PinMode Pin7 as AnalogInputPullUp 
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16.44. Hardware Events (example for the mcMOD110) 

Event  Boot()               
Event  Uart0Receive()       
Event  Delivery()           
Event  Pin0RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin0RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin0Changed()        
Event  Pin1RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin1RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin1Changed()        
Event  Pin2RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin2RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin2Changed()        
Event  Pin3RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin3RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin3Changed()        
Event  Pin4RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin4RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin4Changed()        
Event  Pin5RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin5RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin5Changed()        
Event  Pin6RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin6RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin6Changed()        
Event  Pin7RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin7RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin7Changed()        
Event  Pin8RisingEdge()     
Event  Pin8RFallingEdge()   
Event  Pin8Changed()        
Event  ButtonReleased()     
Event  ButtonPressed()      
Event  ButtonChanged()      
Event  ReedSwitchPressed()  
Event  ReedSwitchReleased() 
Event  ReedSwitchChanged()  
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Event  AccelerometerInt1()  
Event  AccelerometerInt2() 

 

                                                   


